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Welcome to the final issue of Canadian Children’s Book News for 2021. Despite the
continued challenges we have all experienced, we have a great deal to celebrate in
Canadian children’s books! Shannon Barnes, our editor, has done a tremendous job at
capturing the year that was. This includes highlighting the Fan Brothers, creators of the
award-winning title, The Barnabus Project, and the From Sea to Sea to Sea project
collaboration between IBBY Canada and Bibliovideo. It wasn’t all smooth sailing this year
as we all continued to contend with COVID-19. A round-up of children’s books focused
on getting through the pandemic is included in the Bookmark! column.
The end of the year also marks the launch of the TD Grade One Book Giveaway across
the country. Author Nadia Hohn and illustrator Irene Luxbacher, creators of this year’s
title, Malaika’s Costume, are interviewed in this issue. Finally, there are some wonderful
gift-giving ideas provided by Canadian booksellers. What a great way to show your
support to Canadian creators and local Canadian bookstores.
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank our many partners, sponsors, donors,
and supporters who play a significant role in the success of the CCBC. The CCBC Board
has worked tirelessly to ensure our policies and strategies stay true to our vision and
mission. Our team—Meghan, Emma, Amanda, Claire, Shannon, Cara, Trish, Janis,
Paola and Michael—have also worked very hard to adapt to our new realities by finding
innovative ways to continue to offer our programs like Canadian Children’s Book Week
and the Canadian Children’s Literature Award celebrations. Bibliovideo, our YouTube
channel, has been integral to our digital transformation.
I want to thank our members for their belief in the work of the CCBC. We are so
fortunate to work with such gifted creators and publishers, as well. Lastly, I hope you
enjoy this issue of Canadian Children’s Book News and that it represents a valuable
resource for educators and librarians. We take our role at the CCBC seriously of putting
more Canadian books into the hands of kids across the country. Stay well and thank you
again for your continued support!
Sincerely,

Rose Vespa
Executive Director
The Canadian Children’s Book Centre

C016245
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As 2021 comes to a close, we look back on all of the good things that happened in the
children’s book world this year. The Fan Brothers won two of the largest book prizes in
Canada—the Governor General’s Literary Award and the TD Canadian Children’s Literature
Award—for their picture book, The Barnabus Project. In this issue, writer Marylynn Miller
Oke interviews the creative trio about their collaboration process, childhood aspirations
and the inspiration behind their multi-award-winning picture book.
This year, IBBY Canada launched the second edition of From Sea to Sea to Sea, a
catalogue celebrating Canadian Indigenous picture books. In light of the recent discovery
of children’s remains at numerous residential school sites across the country, these
Indigenous books and the stories they tell should be shared in every classroom, library
and home. Find out more on page 16.
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Looking for the perfect gift for a young bookworm in your life? We asked Canadian
children’s booksellers to recommend their favourite books of 2021. Turn to page 10 for
a list of books that would make great gifts for the young readers in your life. In this issue
we also introduce you to June Hur in our Keep Your Eye On… column. Her second book,
The Forest of Stolen Girls, which has been nominated for the Ontario Library Association’s
2022 White Pine Award, is reviewed in our We Recommend section.

Our Thanks
We acknowledge the financial support of the
Government of Canada.

This fall over 550,000 copies of Malaika’s Costume were distributed to Grade 1 students
through the TD Grade One Book Giveaway. Malaika’s Costume is a celebratory story of a
young Caribbean girl preparing her dream costume for Carnival. Nadia L. Hohn and
Irene Luxbacher, the book’s creators, share their excitement at having their book selected
as a giveaway book.

We acknowledge the support of the Canada Council
for the Arts.
Nous remercions le Conseil des arts du Canada
de son soutien.

As much as we don’t want to admit it, COVID-19 was still a large part of 2021. If you
are looking to help a young person in your life understand the pandemic or process the
feelings they are having regarding isolation or the changes in their life, we have put
together a list of books in our Bookmark! column about COVID-19 to help you start
the conversation.
As always, our We Recommend section has over 40 new fabulous books for you to enjoy!

We acknowledge the support of the Ontario Arts Council
(OAC), an agency of the Government of Ontario.
In 2020-21, the OAC invested $78.6 million in 206
communities across Ontario through 2,176 grants to
individual artists and 1,312 grants to organizations.

Thank you to Friesens for generously sponsoring the
printing of this magazine.

Happy reading!
Shannon Barnes

See the videos that correspond
with this issue on

Your feedback is important!
Email comments TO SHANNON@BOOKCENTRE.CA

Like us! facebook.com/kidsbookcentre
Follow us! @kidsbookcentre
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PROFILE

the fan brothers

All On the Same Page
Recognized with the biggest awards in Canadian children’s literature,
the creative siblings find imperfect picture-perfect strength and stories
in collaborative imagination
by MARYLYNN MILLER OKE

The Fan Brothers: (L to R) Eric Fan, Devin Fan, and Terry Fan.

Devin likes kung fu. Eric has a flair for clockwork contraptions,
while Terry has a penchant for drawing creatures. Since the
Toronto brothers were old enough to doodle on the walls, they have
pooled their abundant imaginations with artistic, storytelling
talent and a dedication to kids.
Both Eric and Terry trained at the Ontario College of Art & Design.
Now professional artists and bestselling authors and illustrators, they
became known for their work on widely acclaimed picture books,
such as The Night Gardener, Ocean Meets Sky, The Antlered Ship,
The Scarecrow and The Darkest Dark with astronaut Chris Hadfield.
So, how does their brother Devin, a youth worker with a passion
for poetry, fit into the picture? It turns out with great success.
Considering their life-long history of creative collaborations,
including screenplays, films and other projects—it’s no surprise.
Teaming up professionally for the first time to create The
Barnabus Project, the picture book and the three brothers behind it
took the world by storm. Winning both the TD Canadian Children’s
Literature Award and the 2020 Governor General’s Literary Award
for Young People’s Literature, the siblings are weaving magic—where
adversity is met with adventure and compassion and childhood
emotions are brought out of the dark.
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Creative kids grow up and seek adventure
The Fan Brothers’ beloved childhood connection to creation has
endured. It’s a life-long dream come true.
“For as long as I can remember, I’ve loved creating art,” reflects
Terry. “When Eric and I were kids, we decorated our entire room
with drawings, which I think was our way of dissolving the walls of
our bedroom and opening it up to the larger world of our imagination—much like our hero, Max in Where the Wild Things Are, which
was our favourite book as kids. Most children naturally love to draw
and create, but only a few kids retain that as they grow older, which
is a shame.”
“If you asked me when I was five what I wanted to be when I
grew up, I would have said a children’s book writer and illustrator,”
states Devin, a long-time coach and mentor for youth and children, “At a very young age, people like Maurice Sendak and Ernest
H. Shepard were like legends to me. Books were and are such an
escape for me, and I love the idea of being able to create a world that
other people can escape into.”
It comes naturally
“Some of my earliest memories are of my parents reading picture
books to us or inventing their own stories to entertain us,” said
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Eric, who recalls how their mom helped them create a story about
dinosaurs before they could read. “Being part of a creative family of
storytellers is part of my DNA.”
Terry feels his winding journey toward creating picture books
was strewn with obstacles and detours. Acknowledging that he
didn’t know where to start, the opportunity presented itself after he
and Eric worked successfully as independent artists, showcasing
their work on online platforms such as Society6 and RedBubble.
Noticed by their agent Kirsten Hall at the Catbird Agency, she
asked if they were interested in illustrating picture books. From
there, their career in picture books began to take shape.
Brotherly collaboration
The Fan Brothers connect with their young fans by inviting them
to post drawings online or demonstrating how to draw characters
like Stick One or Barnabus himself. As Eric and Terry work together
in a video draw-along, one artist’s creativity picks up where the
other’s leaves off. Together, their drawings emerge like the imaginative topiary animals that they created in The Night Gardener.
The Barnabus Project, a story that teaches lessons in celebrating
self-acceptance, brought all three brothers together in a back-andforth collaboration process.
“Working as a team is like being in a band versus being a solo
artist,” said Eric. “Each person contributes their unique ‘sound,’ and
hopefully, what you create together is greater than the sum of its
parts.”
Terry enjoys the back-and-forth nature of the collaboration
process, which often produces a different result than working
alone. “One of the things that I love about working collaboratively
is that you always have a sounding board,” affirms Devin. “The
creative process, as every artist or writer knows, can be a pretty
lonely one. When you collaborate, it changes that dynamic entirely,
and you get to share in the excitement of something going well,
as well as the frustration when it’s not.”
Emerging story
“For our story concepts, we often begin with a standalone image,”
explains Terry. The Night Gardener and Ocean Meets Sky both
began as standalone illustrations that Eric and I had collaborated on
years ago. Sometimes you do a drawing that has a certain openended quality or seems to ask questions. In the case of The
Night Gardener illustration, it was: Who is this character? Why is
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he shaping a tree into an owl topiary at night? As you go through
the process of answering those questions, the story begins to
reveal itself.”
Eric reveals that the process is a fairly organic one that is not
defined by rules. Following brainstorming, the team draws a rough
dummy of the book until they are “all on the same page visually.”
In terms of final art, they contribute the art they have created
individually or separately. Then the elements are combined digitally
into a single illustration, where they colour and refine the image.
“There is lots of texting images back and forth by phone!” reveals
Devin. “I can’t tell you how many texts begin with “Which image do
you prefer…”
Fascinatingly, Devin reveals that The Barnabus Project was also
inspired by a drawing from decades ago. He adds, “About thirty
years ago, I was trying to imagine what my perfect pet would be,
and I did a little picture of a character who was half-mouse and
half-elephant. We always felt like that character would be a good
starting point for a story.”
The picture of storytelling
“When creating a picture book, it’s sometimes a good idea to first
tell the story visually, without any text at all,” explains Eric. “The idea
is to tell as much of the story as visually as possible, which helps
keep the text relatively spare.”
Terry says they strive to convey something extra in the illustrations that isn’t spelled out in the text. He believes the illustrations
need to extend the text, not simply reiterate it.
He points to an illustration of Finn’s grandfather’s study in Ocean
Meets Sky where objects in the room reappear in Finn’s dreams
throughout the book. “Spreads like the island of giant shells, the
library islands, and the sea of moon jellies all contain elements
found in the study. We never mention this specifically in the text;
it’s there for the reader to discover, and to infer that these objects
were somehow important to Finn because they represent the time
he spent with his grandfather, and the stories his grandfather
told him.”
Devin also makes sure that all of the colourful characters are
present and accounted for. “I can tell you that one of the challenges
with The Barnabus Project was making sure all of the cast appeared
in all of the important pictures. Kids are incredibly sharp and will
realize right away if somebody’s missing!”
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to feel comfortable with who they are and to realize that whatever
problems they’re struggling with, they’re not alone. I think that’s
one of the most magical powers of books.”

Transforming ordinary into magic
On thefanbrothers.com, the team defines their process as a “blend
of traditional and contemporary techniques, using ink or graphite
mixed with digital.” Working in a subdued palette with soft colours
and a monochromatic pencil, Terry describes their style as having
a slightly nostalgic quality.
Eric feels that it is challenging to describe one’s own work.
“Visually, we are drawn to slightly surreal images but grounded in
a certain kind of humdrum reality. We like the contrast between
the magical and the ordinary.”
“For any artists who are reading this, don’t compare your own
style to anyone else’s,” advises Devin. “I wasted so much time
looking at other artists’ work and getting discouraged. Or I would
feel like I was doing a pale imitation of their style because I liked it
so much. Neither is helpful. You need to focus on what you can do
and do it as well as you can.”
Coming back to the drawing board, Eric feels the similar styles
between the brothers culminate in their collaborative style. He also
believes a great illustration depends on communication. Whether
simple or elaborate, Terry believes that a successful illustration
must convey the emotional content and mood of the story.
As for Devin’s self-deprecating, creative analysis, he observes,
“Eric’s style is a little sketchier. Terry’s is a little more polished, and
mine looks like a child actually drew it! To me, a great illustration is
one that pulls you inside of it.”
Powerful celebration of imagination, difference and diversity
“A theme that usually finds its way into our books is the importance of imagination, and how imagination can help transform
and inspire,” reflects Eric. “Children already have rich imaginative
lives, but I think books are one way to help foster and inspire their
imagination in new ways.”
Through The Barnabus Project, the brothers wanted to celebrate
difference and diversity. They also felt it served as a counter-narrative to the constant bombardment of images of perfection found in
advertising and social media.
Devin feels that storytelling is a “potent” way to connect and talk
about themes that resonate with him, such as diversity, inclusion
and acceptance. “I know from working with youth for so long, as
well as being a parent to three beautiful children, that kids have to
deal with so many different stresses and struggles and self-esteem
issues. For me, the most important themes are ones that help kids

6
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Outside the family
When working on their own picture books such as The Night
Gardener or Ocean Meets Sky, Eric reflects, “I think there’s a purity
in working on your own stories because both the story and the
illustrations serve your personal vision. There’s also a degree of
freedom and adaptability, where you can change the text if you
want to or rethink a story idea during the process.”
In addition to writing and illustrating their own works, Eric and
Terry illustrate other authors’ creations, including The Antlered Ship
written by Dashka Slater and The Scarecrow by Beth Ferry.
According to Eric, it’s important that they select projects that
connect with them emotionally. “If the story resonates with your
strengths and interests as an illustrator, there already tends to be a
natural cohesion between your artistic vision and the author’s.”
Terry acknowledges that bringing an author’s vision to life can
be challenging and rewarding. Although they don’t have a “pre-set”
process when working with other authors, they remain flexible and
obtain a sense of the author’s vision while bringing their creativity
to the project.
And for obvious reasons, working on The Darkest Dark with
astronaut Chris Hadfield and Kate Fillion proved to be an out-ofthis-world experience. “Chris Hadfield was always someone I had a
great deal of admiration for,” reflects Eric. “So, the biggest difference
is that I was rather starstruck during the process.”
While they often work in a separate location from the author on
projects, Eric and Terry had the opportunity to meet with Colonel
Hadfield and his wife Helene. “They were very generous and
gracious with their time,” recalls Terry. “We even visited their cottage
on Stag Island, where the story takes place, which was invaluable
in getting inside the story, and gathering reference.”
How cool is that? Talk about childhood dreams coming true.
Books make everything possible
In terms of favourite projects, some of their works are particularly
meaningful.
“As far as our own books go, The Night Gardener will always have
a special place because it was our first published book,” said Eric.
“Everything that followed was made possible by that book.”
Terry adds, “The Barnabus Project has been particularly
meaningful because it was the culmination of so many years of
collaboration and ‘failed projects’ that the three of us had worked
on together.”
Devin also confirms. “Well, of course, for me, it would be The
Barnabus Project. But I was not counting that.” He refers to an
opportunity presented to him by the CBC, which invited 2020
Governor General’s Literary Award winners to submit a writing
work that fits the theme of its Moving Forward series. “I have been
a poet all my life but never actually published any of my poems,”
said Devin. “So, having my poem “Wind and Flowers” published by
the CBC made me happier than I can possibly put into words.”
It’s all good
The creative team appreciates the candid feedback from their
young readers and the dialogue, connection, and imagination that
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can originate from their work.
“I remember one child simply said, ‘Well, that was a good book,’
and you can’t ask for better feedback than that,” said Eric. “The most
meaningful reactions are when your book acts as a springboard
for a child’s imagination, and I love seeing our books used in
classrooms and what the students create, inspired by our book.”
“I love to follow readers’ reactions to our books on Instagram,”
states Terry. “It’s always very gratifying when a child connects with
your story. We write for ourselves, but I like to think we’ve kept a
line open to our childhood selves and the kind of stories we would
have enjoyed as children.”
Devin feels lucky to have conducted virtual class readings of The
Barnabus Project across the world during the pandemic. “It’s been
such a difficult time for teachers and children, and I’m so happy for
any opportunity to brighten things up. I’ve had so many children
tell me how much the book meant to them, and it’s been such a
great starting point for really incredible and deep discussions with
teachers and students about what it means to be perfect and the
celebration of differences in yourself and those around you.”
A number one award-winner for sure
In terms of awards, this past year has been a huge one for the
Fan Brothers and their collaboration on The Barnabus Project.
They won two of the biggest prizes in Canada in recognition of
children’s books, including the 2020 Governor General’s Literary
Award for Young People’s Literature and most recently, the TD
Canadian Children’s Literature Award for the most distinguished
book of the year, which has a cash prize of $50,000.
The accolade truly sent them over the moon. “It’s hard to convey
just how honoured and surprised we were,” revealed Eric. “I never
dreamed we would win, so it came as a huge shock. I think I was
floating for a few days after the announcement.”
“I’m incredibly humbled and honoured because of the incredible company we were in,” states Devin. “I have not stopped smiling
since finding out.”
“I feel so honoured and grateful,” reflects Terry. “I had completely
put it out of my mind because I didn’t see it as a realistic possibility,
so to say I was surprised is an understatement. It’s one of those
moments that will stay with me forever.”
Over the past few years, they have received and been shortlisted for national and international awards and nominations from
various organizations, including the Marilyn Baillie Picture
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Book Award, the Sendak Fellowship, the Dilys Evans Founder’s
Award, and the Kate Greenaway Medal. CBC Books also named
The Barnabus Project the best Canadian picture book of 2020.
It turns out that the recognition can be reassuring.
“It’s always enormously gratifying and validating to see your
book well-received critically,” reflects Eric. Finishing a book is
always a somewhat nerve-racking experience. It’s a bit like
ushering your child out into the world and hoping the world isn’t
too tough on them.”
Terry acknowledges that the team has been fortunate to work
with editor and art director Tara Walker from Tundra Books, who
helped them shape The Barnabus Project into what they consider
is its best possible form.
“There’s the personal gratification and also the acknowledgement of Canadian publishing in general,” said Terry. “It’s a shared
honour to win any award because books are very much a collaborative enterprise.”
According to Devin, he treasures all awards, perhaps because
he didn’t get many as a kid. “I even saved my participation ones.
I proudly kept my first place swimming ribbons even though I was
the only person competing in some of those categories. As far as
actual awards like the Governor General’s Literary Award, I consider that to be the greatest accomplishment of my life other than
the creation of my children. We were also incredibly honoured to
have been nominated for the Marilyn Baillie Picture Book Award
this year.”
They’re up to something
As for future works, Eric and Terry are completing the final art for
a book to be published in 2022. “We’re excited by how it’s going,”
hints Terry.
Eric also authored Night Lunch which will be published by
Tundra Books/Penguin Random House Canada in 2022. “It’s being
illustrated by the amazing Dena Seiferling. I thought it would be
interesting to be on the other side of the creative ledger for once
and see a story I had written being illustrated by someone else.”
As for Devin, any future plans are top secret for now. “I’m always
up to something, though!”
It’s hard to imagine how the Fan Brothers will continue their
uniquely collaborative magic. Ultimately, that’s their job.
Marylynn Miller Oke is a freelance writer with a focus on good news stories. milleroke.com.
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Keep Your Eye On ...

June Hur
Interview by shannon barnes

Tell us about your latest book or a project you are
working on.
I’m working on A Crane Among Wolves, my fourth standalone
historical mystery, coming out in the spring of 2023. It follows
a girl and a prince who must join forces to save her sister and
the kingdom from King Yeonsangun, one of Korea’s most hated
tyrants.
Tell us about your writing process.
I always begin with research. Once I have a decent amount of
resources to work with, I take a day or two to outline, then start
drafting and continue to research as I write. My first drafts are
usually underwritten, more a document of point-form notes
than an actual novel. And when I complete the draft, I spend
the bulk of the time fleshing out the manuscript, turning it into
an actual novel, and continuing researching throughout the
process. Once that’s done, I print everything out and revise
with a red pen.

What do you like about writing for young people?
Growing up, I often felt like an outcast and never felt like I
belonged anywhere. So, I like writing for young people because
I know that my books can become a friend to teens like me, as
books were friends to me then and even now.
Tell us about writers who inspire you.
The writers who inspire me are Jane Austen, Charlotte Brontë,
C.S. Lewis, Celeste Ng, Adrienne Young, Traci Chee, Tana French
and R.F. Kuang.
Find out more about June Hur and her work at junehur.com.

How did you first get published?
I spent 10 years trying to get published. During this time, I wrote
British historicals and my inbox filled up with rejections from
literary agents. Then one day, wanting a fresh start, I explored
other histories to write about. That’s when my attention strayed
to Korea. Though I’m Korean, I grew up with little interest in my
history, thinking it wasn’t relevant to me. But for the first time,
I grew curious, and when I finally read about Korea’s past in
2015, I fell so madly in love. I came to see a reflection of myself
in Korean history. In 2016, I mustered the courage to write
The Silence of Bones and it became my love letter to Korean
history. I queried this book to literary agents in 2017 and landed
representation within the year. A few months later, I was lucky
enough to get a book deal. Every book I write now is my way of
exploring Korea’s past.

Forthcoming 2022
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Co n g r atu l ati o n s !
Journal of a Travelling Girl by Nadine Neema

•
•
•
•

Finalist, CCBC Geoffrey Bilson Historical Fiction Award
Finalist, CCBC Jean Little First-Novel Award
Finalist, QWF Janet Savage Blachford Prize for Children's and Young Literature
Longlist, PMC Indigenous Literature Award

g r e at g i f ts fo r a ll ag e s

Magical Beings
of Haida Gwaii

White Raven

Painted Fences

ages 4– 8

Nuptse and Lhotse
Go to the Prairies

ages 4– 8

hc | 978 -1-77203-377-9 | $19.95

ages 4– 8

hc | 978 -1-77203-351- 9 | $19.95

hc | 978 -1-77203-296 -3 | $22.95
PB | 978 -1-77203-370 - 0 | $14 .95

hc | 978 -1-77160 -528 -1 | $18.00
PB | 978 -1-77160 -529 - 8 | $12.00

Aggie and Mudgy

Lost on the Prairie

The Journey of Two
Kaska Dena Children

ages 8 –12
PB | 978 -1-77203-368 -7 | $14 .95

Explore the Eelgrass
Meadow with
Sam and Crystal

ages 8 –12

ages 8 –12

PB | 978 -1-77203-375-5 | $14 .95

hc | 978 -1-77203-319 - 9 | $22.95

H
heritage

heritagehouse.ca

heritagehouse.ca

ages 4– 8

rmbooks.com

Caring for Critters
One Year at a Wildlife
Rescue Centre
ages 12+
PB | 978 -1-77203-387-8 | $19.95

We acknowledge the financial support of
the Government of Canada through the
Department of Canadian Heritage and the
Canada Book Fund.
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gift ideas for avid readers

Give the Gift of Reading
Looking for the perfect gift for a young reader in your life?
Six booksellers from across the country recommend their favourite
books of 2021 for kids and teens!
Katharine Tutko

Young Adult Fiction

Moonbeam Books, Toronto, ON
moonbeambooks.com

Iron Widow

Picture Book
Hold That Thought!
written by Bree Galbraith
illustrated by Lynn Scurfield
Owlkids Books, 2021

An inspiring look at how ideas form, grow
and connect us all. Finn wakes up with something buzzing around
in their head—an idea! The next day at school, Finn shares the idea
with friends, who nurture it and help shape it into something even
more fantastic. When a bully knocks it to the ground, Finn begins to
doubt the idea. And as Finn’s doubt grows, their idea shrinks. But just
before the idea disappears, Finn realizes that it’s exactly as it should
be! Confidence renewed, Finn shares the idea with more kids, who
add their own thoughts until the idea flows—and even the bully
becomes inspired to contribute.

written by Xiran Jay Zhao
Penguin Teen, 2021

When 18-year-old Zetian offers herself up as a
concubine-pilot, it’s to assassinate the ace male
pilot responsible for her sister’s death. But she gets
her vengeance in a way nobody expected—she kills him through
the psychic link between pilots and emerges from the cockpit
unscathed. She is labelled an Iron Widow, a much-feared and
much-silenced kind of female pilot who can sacrifice boys to power
up Chrysalises instead. Now that Zetian has had a taste of power,
she will not cower so easily. She will not stop until she can figure
out exactly why the pilot system works in its misogynist way—and
stop more girls from being sacrificed.

Lisa Doucet
Woozles, Halifax, NS
woozles.com

Middle-Grade Fiction
Children of the Fox
(Thieves of Shadow, Book 1)
written by Kevin Sands
Puffin Canada, 2021

From the bestselling author of the Blackthorn Key
series, this magic-infused fantasy brings together
a ragtag group of kids to pull off a crime so difficult countless adults
have already tried and failed. Lured by the promise of more money
than they’ve ever dreamed of, five young criminals are hired to
steal a heavily guarded treasure from the most powerful sorcerer in
the city. Though their shadowy backgrounds mean they’ve never
trusted anyone but themselves, the five must learn to rely on each
other to get the job done.

Picture Book
Etty Darwin and the Four Pebble Problem
written and illustrated by Lauren Soloy
Tundra Books, 2021

A picture book inspired by the real-life daughter
of Charles Darwin. Etty Darwin and her famous
father go for a walk to ponder life, science... and fairies! The imagined conversation between Etty and Charles as they stroll around
Charles’s real-life “thinking track” explores their close relationship
and shows that even science is nothing without an open mind
and imagination.

Middle-Grade Fiction
Thanks a Lot, Universe
written by Chad Lucas
Amulet Books, 2021

Brian has always been anxious, and after he is
placed in foster care, he starts having panic attacks.
Ezra wants to help, but he worries if he’s too nice
to Brian, his friends will realize that he has a crush on him. But when
Brian runs away, Ezra has no choice but to take the leap and reach
out. Both boys have to decide if they’re willing to risk sharing parts
of themselves they’d rather hide. But if they can be brave, they might
just find the best in themselves—and each other.
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Young Adult Fiction

Young Adult Fiction

Misfit in Love

Tremendous Things

written by S.K. Ali
Salaam Readers/Simon & Schuster, 2021

written by Susin Nielsen
Penguin Teen, 2021

In this fun and fresh sequel to Saints and Misfits,
Janna is excited for the weekend: her brother’s
getting married, and she’s reuniting with her mom
and Nuah’s arriving for the weekend too. The last time she saw Nuah,
Janna wasn’t ready to reciprocate his feelings for her. But things
are different now. She’s finished high school, ready for college…
and ready for Nuah. But Nuah’s treating her differently. Just when
things couldn’t get more complicated, two newcomers—the dreamy
Haytham and brooding Layth—have Janna more confused than ever
about what her misfit heart really wants. Janna’s summer of love is
turning out to be super crowded and painfully unpredictable.

It’s the start of ninth grade, and Wilbur is still
haunted by his middle school humiliation at the
hands of a bully who continues to torment him.
Participating in the school band exchange program, Wil falls hard for
French girl Charlie… but his feelings are not reciprocated. Wil’s good
friend Alex, Alex’s boyfriend and Wil’s elderly neighbour Sal join
forces to help Wil win the girl.

Judith Drinnan
The Yellowknife Book Cellar, Yellowknife, NT
yellowknifebooks.com

Kirsten Larmon

Picture Book

Munro’s Books, Victoria, BC
munrobooks.com

Stand Like A Cedar

Picture Book
It Fell from the Sky
written and illustrated by The Fan Brothers
Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers, 2021

It fell from the sky on a Thursday. None of
the insects know where it came from or what
it is. Some say it’s an egg. Others, a gumdrop. But whatever it is, it
fell near Spider’s house, so he’s convinced it belongs to him. Spider
builds a wondrous display so that insects from far and wide can
come to look at the marvel. Spider has their best interests at heart.
So what if he has to charge a small fee? So what if the lines are long?
So what if no one can even see the wonder anymore? But what will
Spider do after everyone stops showing up?

Middle-Grade Fiction
The Barren Grounds
(The Misewa Saga, Book 1)
written by David A. Robertson
Puffin Canada, 2021

Morgan and Eli, two Indigenous children forced
away from their families and communities,
are brought together in a foster home in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
They each feel disconnected from their culture and each other,
and struggle to fit in at school and their new home—until they
find a secret portal, walled off in an unfinished attic bedroom,
that opens to another reality, Askí, bringing them onto frozen,
barren grounds, where they meet Ochek (Fisher). The only hunter
supporting his starving community, Misewa, Ochek welcomes
the human children, teaching them traditional ways to survive.
But as the need for food becomes desperate, they embark on a
dangerous mission to save Misewa before the icy grip of winter
freezes everything—including them.
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written by Nicola I. Campbell
illustrated by Carrielynn Victor
HighWater Press, 2021

Storyteller Nicola I. Campbell shows what it
means to “stand like a cedar” on this journey of discovery through
the wilderness. Learn the names of animals in the Nłe kepmxcín or
Halq’emeylem languages, as well as the teachings they have for us.
Experience a celebration of sustainability and connection to the land
through lyrical storytelling and vivid illustrations.

Middle-Grade Fiction
Unplugged
written by Gordon Korman
Scholastic Canada, 2021

Jett Baranov, the son of a billionaire tech genius,
has everything money can buy, which means he’s
in the habit of getting into trouble. When one of his
stunts brings in the US Air Force, Jett’s father sends him off to Oasis
Mind and Body Wellness Center to be unplugged. But things aren’t
as they seem at Oasis. There’s something going on with the head
meditation pathfinder, Ivory—something dangerous that threatens
the future of all the guests at Oasis. And Jett is the only one who can
put a stop to it.

Young Adult Fiction
Sisters of the Snake
written by Sasha Nanua and Sarena Nanua
HarperTeen, 2021

Princess Rani longs for a chance to escape her
gilded cage and prove herself. Ria is a street urchin,
stealing just to keep herself alive. When these two
lives collide, everything turns on its head: because Ria and Rani,
orphan and royal, are unmistakably identical. A deal is struck to
switch places—but danger lurks in both worlds, and to save their
home, thief and princess must work together. Or watch it all fall
into ruin.
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Kelly Dyer

Crystal Duncan

Audreys Books, Edmonton, AB
audreys.ca

McNally Robinson Saskatoon, Saskatoon, SK
mcnallyrobinson.com

Picture Book

Picture Book

The Rock from the Sky

Are You a Cheeseburger?

written and illustrated by Jon Klassen
Candlewick Press, 2021

written and illustrated by Monica Arnaldo
Katherine Tegen Books, 2021

Here comes The Rock from the Sky, a hilarious
meditation on the workings of friendship, fate,
shared futuristic visions, and that funny feeling
you get that there’s something off somewhere, but you just can’t
put your finger on it. Merging broad visual suspense with wry wit,
celebrated picture book creator Jon Klassen gives us a wholly
original comedy for the ages.

Grub is a lonely raccoon looking for food in
the trash. Seed is a seed, patiently waiting in
the trash, hoping someone will plant it. When
the two meet, they realize they might be able to help each other!
Could Seed grow Grub’s favourite food, cheeseburgers? Seed isn’t
sure what a cheeseburger is exactly, but… maybe?

Middle-Grade Fiction
Middle-Grade Fiction
The Fabulous Zed Watson!
written by Basil Sylvester and Kevin Sylvester
illustrated by Kevin Sylvester
HarperCollins Canada, 2021

When Zed uncovered a mystery surrounding an
unpublished novel called The Monster’s Castle, they
were hooked, and they have been part of a small, dedicated legion
hunting for the long-buried text. A breakthrough discovery leads
Zed, their neighbour Gabe, and his older sister on an epic road trip
following cryptic clues… If they work together, they might find the
greatest treasure of all.

Young Adult Fiction

written by Marsha Forchuk Skrypuch
Scholastic Canada, 2021

Sisters Krystia and Maria have been through
the worst—or so they think. World War II ravaged
their native Ukraine, but they both survived, and
are now reunited in a displaced persons camp. Then another girl
accuses the sisters of being Hitler Girls—people who collaborated
with the Nazis. Nothing could be further from the truth, but the
Soviets, who are now in charge, don’t listen to the sisters’ protests.
Caught in a dangerous trap, the sisters must look to each other for
strength and perseverance. Can they convince their captors that
they’re innocent—or escape to safety before it’s too late?

Hunting By Stars
(A Marrow Thieves Novel)

Young Adult Fiction

written by Cherie Dimaline
Penguin Teen, 2021

written by Wab Kinew
Penguin Teen, 2021

The thrilling follow-up to the bestselling, awardwinning novel The Marrow Thieves, about a
dystopian world where the Indigenous people of North America
are being hunted for their bone marrow and ability to dream.
Seventeen-year-old French lost his family to residential schools and
has spent the years since heading north with his new found family:
a group of other dreamers, who, like him, are trying to build and
thrive as a community. But then French wakes up in a pitch-black
room, locked in and alone for the first time in years, and he knows
immediately where he is—and what it will take to escape.
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Walking in Two Worlds

Bugz, an Indigenous teen girl, is caught between
two worlds, both real and virtual. Feng is a teen
boy who has been sent from China to live with his
aunt, a doctor on the Rez, after his online activity suggests he may
be developing extremist sympathies. Meeting each other in real life,
as well as in the virtual world, Bugz and Feng immediately relate to
each other as outsiders and as avid gamers. And as their connection
is strengthened through their virtual adventures, they find that they
have much in common in the real world, too: both must decide what
to do in the face of temptations and pitfalls, and both must grapple
with the impacts of family challenges and community trauma.
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NEW ADVENTURES FROM

Ronsdale Press
The Knotted
The
Knotted Rope Rope

Sous le
Saint-Laurent

“I turned to the river andd at it with all my might:
‘GIVE ME BACK MY SUBMARINE!’

I saw a shadow in the water below the bridge.

I heard a policeman yell from a megaphone above.

Jean Rae Baxter

When an imperfect law is
passed to end slavery in Upper
Canada, Broken Trail must
rescue a group of slaves before
their new slave dealer ships
them across the border.
978-1-55380-620-2 (PB)
978-1-55380-621-9 (EBOOK)
5-1/4 x 7-5/8 J 250 pp J $12.95

JEAN RAE BAXTER

Tainted Amber

Tainted Amber

a

t

Gabriele Goldstone
When her best friend flees the
German countryside and the
boy she loves is deemed a
threat to Aryan purity, Katya
sees the cruel parallels between
breeding perfect horses and
breeding perfect people.

GABRIELE GOLDSTONE

Tainted

Amber

978-1-55380-614-1 (PB)
978-1-55380-615-8 (EBOOK)
5-1/4 x 7-5/8 J 258 pp J $14.95

GABRIELE GOLDSTONE

Sous le Saint-Laurent

Philip Roy
The third volume in the French
series “Un rebelle en sous-marin”
takes Alfred and his homemade
submarine up the St. Lawrence
River in search of his father
who abandoned him at birth.
978-1-55380-656-1 (PB)
978-1-55380-657-8 (EBOOK)
5-1/4 x 7-5/8 J 232 pp J $12.95

LA SÉRIE UN REBELLE EN SOUS-MARIN

The Girl of
Newgate Prison
David Starr
Libby has been sent to Newgate
Prison for helping her brother
when he defended her from an
assault by a Peer of the Realm.
She is saved by the great prison
reformer, Elizabeth Fry.
978-1-55380-617-2 (PB)
978-1-55380-618-9 (EBOOK)
5-1/4 x 7-5/8 J 206 pp J $12.95
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TD Grade One Book Giveaway

Sharing MalAIka with Canada
Nadia L. Hohn and Irene Luxbacher discuss taking part in the
TD Grade One Book Giveaway
INTERVIEW BY SHANNON BARNES

Tell us a little bit about yourself. How did you get your start as an
author/illustrator?

NADIA L.
HOHN

IRENE
LUXBACHER

The TD Grade One Book Giveaway is one of the Canadian
Children’s Book Centre’s longest-running programs. For authors
and illustrators, having their books selected for the program is
a big deal. Their book will be placed into the hands of over half
a million young readers across the country.
This fall, Grade 1 students will receive a copy of Malaika’s
Costume, written by Nadia Hohn and illustrated by Irene
Luxbacher. Malaika’s Costume shares the story of a young
Caribbean girl as she prepares to celebrate the first carnival in
her hometown in the Caribbean without her mom, who has
travelled to find a job and set up a new life for them.
	I spoke with Nadia Hohn and Irene Luxbacher about what it
means to them to have Malaika’s Costume chosen as this year’s
giveaway book and what other projects they have in the works.
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Nadia Growing up, I took piano lessons, but I loved to sing, read,
write and draw. I began making stories as a child, as well as keeping
a journal and writing for my high school newspaper, but I never
knew that I could have a career as a writer. And so, I went on to
university and eventually became an elementary school teacher—
but I never stopped writing. The summer before I started teaching
at the Africentric Alternative School in 2009, I searched for books
to put in my Grade 1 classroom library that reflected the children’s
African- and Caribbean-Canadian identities. The numbers were
limited. So, I found myself rewriting biographies that my Grade
1 students could read and composing age-appropriate songs and
poetry that reflected Black history and culture. This situation
also inspired an idea for a story that is now a middle-grade novel
manuscript that I am working on. My concern for who would write
Black Canadian stories (the focus of a CCBC article I wrote in 2014)
was keeping me up at night. These all led to me taking the Writing
Children’s Fiction 1 class at George Brown College with Ted
Staunton in 2010.
Irene Let’s see... I’ve really been making art my whole life. When
I was little, I used to love to draw and make things from found
objects around the house. I’d draw or cut and paste with tiny bits
of paper or stamps or beads—whatever I could find, really. When I
got older, I studied art in university and then started teaching art to
kids while working on lots of paintings and drawings of my own.
I got into illustrating after working on a series of art books for kids
with Kids Can Press. I found I loved it so much that I needed to do
it full time. Now I can’t imagine a day going by without thinking
about a book I’m working on or wondering if an idea I might
stumble across would make a good idea for a book in the future.
What was your inspiration for writing Malaika’s Costume?
Nadia In 2010, I took Writing Children’s Fiction 1 with Ted
Staunton at George Brown College’s School of Continuing Education. One week, my assigned homework was to write a picture
book. I wanted to write a story that celebrated Caribbean culture
and Carnival. Some elements came quickly, like Malaika, the
grandmother, and her mother being in Canada. I remember talking
to my sister over the phone about the idea that week. But, I now
realize that Malaika’s Costume’s roots go further back.
For example, I recently realized that Malaika is the name of the
sister of a character I wrote in a play in high school (almost 30 years
ago). I was also inspired by the community where my mother’s side
is from in Jamaica, Trinidad’s Carnival, going to Toronto’s Caribana
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as a child, and my family’s migration story which was experienced
by many Caribbean immigrants to Canada, the US, and the UK. I
also was inspired by Miss Lou’s poetry in Jamaican Patois and how
my Grade 1 students at the time were so engaged by it.
Irene, where did your inspiration come from for the illustrations?
What research did you do?
Irene My inspirations for the art came from the setting of
the story, as well as the heartfelt and honest nature of Malaika. I
envisioned her character as creative and determined and strong,
but also really vulnerable. So I tried to use bright, hopeful, warm
colours and simple, bold shapes to describe Malaika and her
surroundings. I also tried to use lots of heartfelt expression in her
face. As far as research, I was lucky that Nadia was able to send
lots of pictures of the surroundings she envisioned for Malaika
in her home and community.

What advice do you have for young illustrators?
Irene The advice I have for young illustrators is to just keep
drawing. Like everything, making art takes practice, so don’t be
afraid of making mistakes when you’re practicing... in fact, make
lots of them! The best art always happens when you’re no longer
afraid of making mistakes and discovering that you aren’t
supposed to be perfect. Your imperfections and mistakes will
always lead you to unexpected images and drawings that are
really beautiful and honest and even more wonderful than
anything you can imagine.

What does it mean to you to have this book chosen for the
TD Grade One Book Giveaway?
Nadia This is a huge honour for me. I was a Grade 1 teacher not
too long ago, and I distributed the giveaway books to my students
which was so exciting. I am so honoured to have Malaika’s
Costume recognized in this way. I know so many children who
will get to see their cultures and experiences reflected and
celebrated in its pages. I see the TD Grade One Book Giveaway also
as a win for children’s authors and illustrators of colour, hopefully
this win will open the door for more diverse stories.
Irene It means more than I can say to have a book I illustrated
chosen for the TD Grade One Book Giveaway. First of all, I LOVE
Malaika’s Costume. I feel so fortunate and grateful that I got to illustrate Nadia’s words in the first place. I think this story offers such
a wonderful perspective into a beautiful family and culture that I
would have otherwise never gotten the chance to get to know. Now,
so many kids out there will grow to love Malaika and her family as
much as I do. It’s just wonderful and such a tremendous honour!
Nadia, as a former Grade 1 teacher, do you have any ideas for
teachers to engage children with Malaika in the classroom?
Don’t be afraid to reread Malaika’s Costume to your students. Young
children learn so much through repetition—fluency of language,
rhythm, decoding, a love of reading… Don’t be afraid of the way it is
written, as this is how Malaika and many children in our classroom
speak English at home. Having heard it several times can help
the children read the story so they may reinvent the text in their
own words. Give your students opportunities to play and re-enact
scenes from this story, perhaps set up a dress-up corner in your
classroom where children can try on or create their own costumes
like Malaika.

What projects are you working on now? Can you tell us about
any upcoming books?
Nadia I am excited to say that there will be a fourth Malaika book
in 2023. I am editing a middle-grade anthology which will also be
out in 2023. I am completing my MFA in Creative Writing degree
at the University of Guelph and working on other picture books,
novels, and scripts.
Irene Right now, I’m working on a fourth book in the Malaika
series (Hurray, Nadia!!), as well as the illustrations for a book of
poems written by the exquisite Shannon Bramer. Both books will
be out in 2023 and published by Groundwood Books. I can’t wait to
share the art for them. With every book, I hope my work gets better
and better. Hopefully these next two books will be my best yet.

See the promo video for
Malaika’s Costume on

What advice do you have for young writers?
Nadia I encourage young writers to always keep writing. I also
encourage them to find a community of other young writers. If one
is not close by, maybe their teacher or parents can help by starting
a writing club at their school. Their local library may have a club
already. And if not, NANOWRIMO (National Novel Writing Month)
has a young writers’ program (YWP) that runs each November.
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IBBY Canada Presents the 2021 Edition of

From Sea to Sea to Sea: Celebrating
Indigenous Picture Books
by Colette Poitras

through the snowy evening to watch the magnificence of
the northern lights dance across the night sky. The writing is
beautiful, the illustrations are stunning, and most of all, we could
relate deeply to the book. I, as well as my daughters, have experienced this very thing. The sisters easily could have been our own
family members. As a young mother, I had very little disposable
income, but I bought that book on the spot. I remember the feeling
of empowerment in myself and being proud to share that with
my children. I cherish it to this day and hope to someday read it to
my grandchildren!
Since then, I have witnessed many more high-quality picture
books published by Indigenous authors and illustrators. I am a
librarian, and my hope is that all children are able to see themselves
reflected positively within the books and media that surround
them. In addition to that, I strongly believe that it is important for all
children (and adults) to be exposed to the rich diversity and beauty
of the many First Nations, Métis and Inuit cultures, history, and
contemporary experiences that exist within the country.

Colette Poitras

As a child, I used to wonder why there were no picture books that
reflected my experience as a young Métis girl in western Canada.
My father was from a proud Michif (Métis) family. He and my Uncle
Gordon used to tell me stories of how their ancestors were buffalo
hunters and how their great-great-grandfather served in Louis
Riel’s provisional government. We had many ancestors in the resistance and our family was here long before Canada was a nation.
My dad used to live off the land, hunting, trapping, fishing and harvesting berries. I have many friends and family members who are
First Nation and live on nearby reserves. In an occasional textbook,
we may see something that noted our historical existence. After
grade five, I learned nothing at all in school about the Indigenous
Peoples in Canada. It seemed as though, to mainstream society,
our proud Indigenous identity seemed to exist no longer in a
contemporary context. Consequently, it felt like our voices were
not heard.
When my two daughters were very small, it was in a gift shop
that I first spied the book SkySisters (Kids Can Press, 2002) by Jan
Bourdeau Waboose, illustrated by Brian Deines. At that moment,
I realized that this was the very book I had been looking for since
I was a child. The story is about two Ojibway sisters who walk
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The Catalogue
In an effort to assist in bringing these incredible titles into the
Canadian consciousness, the original catalogue of 100 of the best
Indigenous Picture Books for children was launched by IBBY
Canada in 2018. The committee was chaired by Jenny Kay Dupuis
(Nipissing First Nation) and Mary Beth Leatherdale. Other committee members included Allison Taylor McBryde, Patricia Knockwood (Fort Folly First Nation), Joanne Schwartz, with counsel
by Camille Callison (Tahltan First Nation). Julie Flett (Cree/Métis)
gifted the lovely cover artwork. The production committee also
consisted of designer Andrew Dupuis, Kathleen Keenan, Claire
Caldwell and Janet Clark.
This past year, the collection was updated with 25 more lovely
titles. As the Project Chair of the revised edition, I sincerely
would like to thank the selection committee members: Allison
Taylor McBryde, Lorisia MacLeod (James Smith Cree Nation),
Joanne Schwartz, and consulting members Dr. Jenny Kay Dupuis
(Nipissing First Nation) and Mary Beth Leatherdale. In addition to
that, the production committee members: Kathleen Keenan, Claire
Caldwell and Andrew Dupuis. The gorgeous front cover illustration
is by Maya McKibbin (Ojibwe, Yoeme and Irish), the illustrator for
Swift Fox All Along, published by Annick Press in 2020.
Altogether, there is a wide range of titles to choose from, with
everything from board books for the very young to picture books
for young readers and readers of all ages!
For Indigenous people, it is a wonder and a delight to look
through the collection—it evokes memories for me of the wonder
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of looking through the Sears Christmas Catalogue as a child! In my
work, I find that non-Indigenous people can be intimidated when
trying to choose authentic and appropriate Indigenous materials.
This catalogue makes it easier to select good quality titles to read
with the children in your life.
As noted, this catalogue was curated by Indigenous and nonIndigenous librarians and authors. Each book has been vetted
for its beauty and authenticity. They reflect the diversity of First
Nation, Métis and Inuit cultures, experiences and perspectives.
The Nations of each creator are listed within the collection.
I strongly believe that each book selected has wonderful qualities
that offer a diverse array of experiences within the writing. These
enable all audiences to learn more about the beauty and strength
of Indigenous peoples and learn more about the history, land and
culture and current-day experiences. The artwork is stunning,
and many of the titles include phrases or words in Indigenous
languages, which helps in the importance of work language
restoration/reclamation.
Virtual Launch
As we could not have an in-person launch this year, on June 9th,
we hosted a virtual launch for the 2021 edition. When speaking
with Janis Nostbakken, Project Director of Bibliovideo, she
mentioned that “together with IBBY, we applied to the Ontario
Arts Council and were thrilled to receive funding from their
Chalmers Family Fund. That gave us what we needed to produce
the event and make it available to as wide an audience as possible
on Bibliovideo.” The timing worked out perfectly!
I do want to note that many portions of the launch were recorded
prior to the discovery of the remains of 215 children at a former
Residential School in Kamloops. Since then, there have been many
unmarked graves of Indigenous children found at former residential school sites. This was not news to me as a Métis woman, but
rather a heartbreaking reminder of the Indigenous suffering at the
hands of colonial violence. I feel that as Indigenous people, our
collective and individual voices are starting to be heard now and
perhaps we can help to bring voice to those who were silenced. In
partnership with the creators of these magnificent titles, we can
share these important stories with a wider audience.
Waubgeshig Rice (Wasauksing First Nation) was a very welcoming host for the event. He invited seven of the incredible Indigenous creators to speak about their titles, why they write, and the
importance of having diverse books, particularly books representative of the Indigenous Nations that they represent. The creators
were Leah Marie Dorion (Métis), Jenny Kay Dupuis (Nipissing First
Nation), Monique Gray Smith (Cree/Lakota), David A. Robertson
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(Swampy Cree), Rebecca Thomas (Mi’kmaq), Nadia Sammurtok
(Inuit) and last, but not least, the always popular, Richard Van Camp
(Tłıcho).
I recently had the opportunity to ask Waub to share his
reflections of the event: “As an author and a father of two young
Anishinaabe children, I was thrilled and honoured to be involved
with the collection’s launch. It was a real pleasure to introduce and
hear from so many talented and wonderful Indigenous authors
of children’s picture books. My sons love their books, and I really
appreciate having a resource to direct me to even more of these
important, groundbreaking works. I urge everyone to access the
catalogue and to seek out even more picture books by Indigenous
authors. The circle is getting wider for Indigenous voices in
literature, and it’s very exciting to see my children grow up in this
more inclusive and vibrant world.”
Maarsii, hiy hiy, miigwech Waub, it sure is exciting!
While we were sad that we could not gather in person, we
were delighted that over 550 people tuned into the virtual launch
from all across Turtle Island! Following the live event, myself, the
lovely Nancy Cooper (Chippewas of Rama First Nation) and the
remarkable Jenny Kay Dupuis co-hosted a zoom event. Over 200
people stayed after the official launch to ask questions of the
creators, who also stayed to chat and answer questions.
Trish Osuch, the Bibliovideo Channel Manager, relayed to me
that staff at Bibliovideo were “overwhelmed by the incredible
response and had to increase the number of virtual “tickets”
available several times!” Janis Nostbakken, from Bibliovideo,
echoed that statement: “We knew there was a lot of interest in the
catalogue but couldn’t imagine just how many people would join
us for the launch. Within hours of sending out the invitation, we
were overrun with sign-ups!”
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The launch video can be found on the Bibliovideo YouTube
channel. At last count, there were well over 3500 views!
There were many appreciative comments from attendees about
the collection and the creators of these wonderful titles! Trish has
mentioned that the “launch replay is now one of Bibliovideo’s most
viewed videos. It’s clear that more conversations about Indigenous
books are needed.”
Educators’ Resource
Janis Nostbakken also mentioned that the From Sea to Sea to Sea
video receives a lot of traffic from librarians and teachers. It was
determined that there should be another exciting expansion of
this collection, which is the development of an educators’ resource.
I spoke to Mary Beth Leatherdale, who was a member of the IBBY
Best Indigenous Picture Book Collection team. She shared that
“Linda Lou Classens, the Librarian/CEO at Bkejwanong First Nation
Public Library, and Adrienne Plumley, Instructional Leader in
Indigenous Education at the Toronto District School Board, have
developed an excellent educators’ resource for the 2021 edition of
From Sea to Sea to Sea. The resource offers context and best
practices for reading Indigenous picture books in the classroom,
library or home. Linda Lou has also created age-appropriate
activities for children from kindergarten to Grade 8 for each title in
the collection. Her suggestions and strategies focusing on stories
related to contemporary Indigenous experiences, cultural and
traditional knowledge, and the residential school system can be
adapted for the titles in the 2018 edition as well.
Trish added that Bibliovideo is “looking forward to hosting the
second From Sea to Sea to Sea event in October, geared toward
educators interested in learning how to use these books in the
classroom. By the time this issue is published, the replay will be
available at youtube.com/bibliovideo for everyone to watch.”
You can see that this has been a cooperative effort by many passionate people! The catalogue and accompanying launch video are
treasured resources. I sincerely hope you enjoy reading through
the catalogue, watching the videos and checking out the educators’
resources.
Kitatamihin (I am thankful to you).
Colette Poitras, member of the Métis Nation of Alberta, was Chair of the 2021 edition of
From Sea to Sea to Sea: Celebrating Indigenous Picture Books. She holds a Master’s degree
in Library and Information Science and is the Manager of the Indigenous Public Outreach
for Public Library Services Branch, Alberta.

See the From Sea to Sea to
Sea Virtual Launch on
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New & Unforgettable

Middle-Grade Adventures

Lawrence Hill’s debut
novel for young readers

A pitch-perfect
coming-of-age story

Coming Winter ‘22!

BOOKMARK!

COVID-19 BOOKS

COVID-19 Books
While COVID-19 was not the best part of 2021, it certainly was a large part of it.
Over the past two years, children have struggled with the uncertainly that COVID-19
has brought to our lives—the lack of socialization, mask-wearing and the interruption
in their daily school routines. If you are looking for ways to discuss COVID-19 and
help children navigate this new “normal,” these books will help you start the conversation.

BOARD BOOKS, PICTURE BOOKS
AND EARLY READERS FOR PRESCHOOL
TO GRADE 4
Canada’s Pandemic Heroes Series
(Butter Tarts)
written by Abbie Saunders
Beech Street Books, 2021

Across Canada people responded to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Learn about the
important role Canadian workers had
in fighting COVID-19. Discover how the
research and services they provided kept
Canadians safe from coast to coast to coast.
Included in the series are: Doctor, Mental
Health Worker, Paramedic, Public Health
Nurse, Teacher and Researcher.

Pandemics for Babies
written by Chris Ferrie, Neal Goldstein and
Joanna Suder
Sourcebooks, 2020

Pandemics for Babies is an engaging, basic
introduction to complex concepts like transmission, quarantine, and social distancing for
youngsters. Full of scientific information and
written by experts, this newest installment
of the Baby University board book series is
perfect for enlightening the next generation
of geniuses about the science of pandemics.
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What Is This Thing?:
A Story About Face Masks
written by Nia Schindle
illustrated by Rafaela Harger
Little Rue Studios, 2021

During the COVID-19 pandemic, many
kids may be seeing face masks and asking
WHAT IS THIS THING? This simple and
humorous picture book provides a way to
start conversations about face masks. Kids
can laugh along with silly illustrations while
learning the important facts of mask-wearing
for the pandemic and beyond.

We Wear Masks
written and illustrated by Marla Lesage
Orca Book Publishers, 2020

During the COVID-19 pandemic, many
children were introduced to wearing face
masks and seeing others in masks. This
delightful, rhyming picture book will help
explain to children why wearing a mask is
important as we interact with others in our
communities. Readers will learn that when
they put on their masks, they are choosing
to be kind and considerate of others.

When Mom’s Away
written by Layla Ahmad
illustrated by Farida Zaman
Second Story Press, 2021

Things are changing for one little girl whose
mom is a busy doctor. When her mom has
to be in quarantine—sleeping on a cot in
their garage to keep the family safe from
the virus—the girl does her best to be brave.
She goes to school online, she and her dad
spend time together and they join their
neighbours outside to thank the doctors and
nurses around the world for their hard work.
But of course, the highlight of the day is
when mom comes home, and they wave to
each other through the window!

When the World Stays Inside
written by Mikey Woz
illustrated by Sara Panchaud
Two Fools Publishing, 2020

When the World Stays Inside is a children’s
book created during the pandemic about all
of the exciting things we can do to pass the
time indoors and teaches us to cherish that
special time we spend with the people we
love. Filled with memorable prose and whimsical illustrations, this is a heart-warming
family read-together book that will provide
inspiration for every stormy day indoors for
years to come.
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JUNIOR & INTERMEDIATE FICTION
AND NON-FICTION FOR GRADES 3 TO 9
Don’t Stand So Close to Me
written by Eric Walters
Orca Book Publishers, 2020

Thirteen-year-old Quinn and her friends
can’t believe their luck when spring break
is extended an extra two weeks—even if
it’s because of some virus. But when the
impact of the worldwide COVID-19 pandemic becomes apparent, everyone, not just
the students, has to learn to adjust to their
new reality. In an effort to find some good
in all this uncertainty, Quinn comes up with
an idea that she hopes will bring the entire
community together.

Germy Science
(Gross Science)
written by Edward Kay
illustrated by Mark Shiell
Kids Can Press, 2021

Children get up close and personal with
germs in this entertaining, thoroughly
researched exploration of the science and
history of these tiny, ubiquitous creatures.
Heavy on the gross factor to keep readers
engaged, the book covers what germs are,
how we get sick, how the human immune
system works and the best ways to stay
healthy. There are intriguing stories about
early attempts to fight disease and the
plagues and pandemics that changed the
course of history. It’s a kid-friendly overview
that provides the perfect introduction to
the world of germs.
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Our Heroes of Covid-19

Volunteers During COVID-19

written by Philip Riggs
illustrated by Cory Majeau
Boulder Books, 2020

written by Robin Johnson
Crabtree Publishing, 2021

Joel and his grandpa love spending time
together. When COVID-19 shutdown happened, they had to stay apart. But now, they
are finally able to meet again and do many of
the things they enjoy. While on their first walk
in a long time, they talk about the shutdown.
Who are the heroes who helped everybody
during this difficult time? Includes activities
pages for children to express their experiences during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Patient Zero:
Solving the Mysteries of Deadly
Pandemics (Updated Edition)
written by Marilee Peters
Annick Press, 2021

Engrossing true stories of the pioneers of
epidemiology who risked their lives to find
the source of deadly diseases. More people
have died in disease epidemics than in
wars or other disasters, but the process of
identifying these diseases and determining
how they spread is often a terrifying gamble.
Patient Zero tracks the gripping tales of
eight epidemics and pandemics—how they
started, how they spread, and the fight to
stop them. This revised edition includes a
new chapter on COVID-19.

This book shows how people have stepped
up to volunteer to do necessary work, often
without pay, during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Volunteers do shopping for seniors and
care for the pets of people in the hospital.
Businesses have switched over to making
things in short supply, such as protective
masks and hand sanitizer. Even children have
made inspirational signs on sidewalks and
in windows.

What Kids Did:
Stories of Kindness and Invention in
the Time of COVID-19
written by Erin Silver
Second Story Press, 2020

The COVID-19 virus changed the world
and made daily life more challenging. We
had to stay apart, away from work, school,
and our normal routines. But, all around
the world, kids came up with creative and
thoughtful ways to help others. From making
3-D printed medical equipment to food bank
fundraising to a neighbourhood joke stand,
kids made a difference in their communities.
In this book for kids ages six and up, Erin
Silver tells some of their stories.

SENIOR FICTION FOR GRADES 7 AND UP
Sunny Days Inside and Other Stories
written by Caroline Adderson
Groundwood Books, 2021

When the “grownup virus” hits, kids who live
in the same apartment building must cope
with strange new rules and extended time at
home with parents and siblings. The stories
follow the course of the pandemic, from the
early measures through lockdown, as the
kids in the building observe the stresses on
the adults around them and use their quirky
kid ingenuity to come up with ways to make
their lives better.

I’m Good and Other Lies
written by Bev Katz Rosenbaum
DCB, 2021

Kelsey just wants to earn some money for
university, hang out with friends, maybe
even snag a boyfriend. But her pill-popping
mom and distant dad scare off anybody she
tries to bring home, making those last two
things feel impossible. Her part-time job’s
a slog, but at least there, she can escape
her parents’ constant fighting … until the
COVID-19 pandemic forces a lockdown, and
she’s stuck at home with them 24/7. As the
lockdown takes its toll on Kelsey’s mental
health, she starts to see the appeal of her
mom’s pills. Horrified to find herself following
in her mom’s footsteps, she can only hope
she’ll eventually figure out some other way
to cope.
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The Big Bath House
written by Kyo Maclear
illustrated by Gracey Zhang
Random House Studio, 2021
978-0-5931-8195-9 (hc) $23.99
978-0-5931-8197-3 (eBook) $11.99
for Preschool to Grade 3
Picture Book | Japanese Culture | Rituals | Bath Houses | Family |
Intergenerational Relationships

During a trip to Japan to visit family, a little girl soaks up the blissful
communal experience of a local bath house. While the child doesn’t
speak the same language as her baachan (grandmother) and aunties,
their loving, unspoken communication is clearly understood.
Strolling through the neighbourhood hand-in-hand with her maternal
relatives, the girl listens to the sound of their wooden sandals (“like
clip-clopping horses, geta geta geta”) en route to their destination.
Once inside the bath house, clothing and inhibitions are shed.
Before sinking into the relaxing bath, everyone washes. The shared
rituals are both meditative and playful, with aunties scrubbing each
other’s backs, and children doing a “soapy leg can-can” dance.
Inspired by Kyo Maclear’s childhood visits to Japan, this joyful
story is told in second-person narration that is immediate and
immersive. Well-orchestrated, poetic language captures the many
sensory delights, from a woman unabashedly singing a tune, to
collectively inching into the soothing hot water and exhaling with a
“chorus of one long breath: Ahhhhh.”
Gracey Zhang’s fluid ink and watercolour illustrations radiate
warmth and honesty. Females of all different ages, shapes and sizes
are shown chatting, laughing and enjoying each other’s company.
The au naturale scenes are positively natural, with everyone comfortable and confident in their own skin: “newly sprouting, gangly bodies,”
“saggy shapely, jiggly bodies,” “cozy creased, ancient bodies.
Beautiful bodies.”
The Big Bath House is an exceptionally refreshing, glorious
celebration of family, culture and community.
Linda Ludke is a librarian in London, Ontario.

Birds on Wishbone Street
written and illustrated by Suzanne Del Rizzo
Pajama Press, 2021
978-1-77278-219-6 (hc) $22.95
for Kindergarten to Grade 3
Picture Book | Newcomers to Canada | Friendship |
Neighbours | Birds | Acts of Kindness

Wishbone Street, an actual street in Toronto, is a welcoming neighbourhood to immigrants who have come there from all over the
world. Friends with everyone of any age, Maureen, or Moe for short,
is eager to meet Sami, a young boy who has just arrived with his
family from Syria. She notices him bird watching in the parkette and
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surmises that he loves nature and birds just as she does. A friendship
between the two gradually develops, although Sami is reluctant to
share his past. His experience with birds comes to the fore when a
cold female cardinal is discovered lying in the snow. Taking leadership to save her, Sami reveals that he raised pet pigeons in Syria and
studied wild birds while at a refugee camp. Together with several
neighbours, they make bird suet treats and winter roosting pockets to
feed and shelter winter birds. “New friends, new treats, new homes...
fresh starts for Sami and for our neighborhood birds... We are all
neighbors on Wishbone Street.”
Suzanne Del Rizzo has written a touching sequel to My Beautiful
Birds, which relayed Sami’s experience through the Syrian refugee
crisis. The life story of Sami and his family continues in Canada as
readers witness his fading anxiety and gradual acceptance of his new
neighbourhood, this due to simple acts of kindness and the discovery of a kindred spirit. This uplifting story will resonate with young
readers, especially those who are new to Canada.
Del Rizzo’s stunning illustrations, created from polymer clay, acrylic
glaze and other mixed media, introduce readers to the inhabitants
and geography of Wishbone Street from a variety of perspectives. Not
only are the fall and winter scenes within this book filled with a myriad
of delightful details, but one can almost feel the rich textures of what
is being portrayed on its pages.
Senta Ross is a former elementary teacher and teacher-librarian in Kitchener, Ontario.

Burying the Moon
written by Andrée Poulin
illustrated by Sonali Zohra
Groundwood Books, 2021
978-1-77306-604-2 (hc) $19.99
978-1-77306-603-5 (eBook) $16.99
for Grades 4 to 6
Advanced Picture Book | India | Sanitation | Hygiene |
Opportunities for Girls and Women

In the village of Padaram there is no toilet, so the women and girls
must go to a deserted field to relieve themselves before sunrise or
after sunset. They must watch out for deadly scorpions and snakes.
One day a very important government official comes to the village
and asks the villagers how the government can improve their living
conditions. The men want electricity, and the women want a well,
but Latika, who was not allowed to speak, wants to ask for a toilet.
A well is built and the villagers rejoice.
When Latika is finally able to sit and talk with the government
official, she explains that her sister can no longer go to school
because she has turned 12, her Aunty Nita cries every day because
she lost a child due to the poor hygiene in the village and her
ammamma (grandmother) was bitten by a scorpion and now is too
weak to get out of bed. All these things could have been avoided if
the village had a toilet. The official listens to Latika and eventually
sends the materials to the village to build the toilet.
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This beautifully illustrated novel in verse will help children realize
how a lack of access to toilets and clean water impacts the health,
safety, education and opportunity for girls and women around the
world. Toilets and clean water help reduce poverty, and when a
teenage girl can attend school, she will be better equipped to earn
a living and perhaps one day care for her children. Andrée Poulin’s
verse and Sonali Zohra’s colourful illustrations are paired perfectly in
this book that brings awareness to a very important issue.
Sandra O’Brien is a former teacher and editor with an MEd in children’s literature.

Chaiwala!
written by Priti Birla Maheshwari
illustrated by Ashley Barron
Owlkids Books, 2021
978-1-7714-7368-2 (hc) $18.95
for Preschool to Grade 1
Picture Book | Adult-Child Relationship | Jaipur |
Food | Comfort | Calmness | Train Travel

Priti Birla Maheshwari’s first picture book Chaiwala! transports readers
to a train stop in Jaipar. A chaiwala, a person who prepares, sells or
serves chai, is waiting on the platform. On a 10-minute layover, a
young child eagerly runs to the tea vendor and both the child and the
reader are mesmerized by the beauty that goes into making a cup of
chai. There is something so enchanting about the way that Ashley
Barron’s cut paper illustrations add layers and textures to the rich
sensory experience created by Maheshwari’s written description of
the process. The swirls of paper create a beautiful movement that
makes it feels as if the steam is actually rising from the page.
Maheshwari creates many moments of delight throughout the
narrative, starting with a train ride which is sure to excite young
readers who may be fascinated with this type of travel. The facial
expressions that Barron creates, demonstrate a sense of anticipation
and excitement that complement the simple and beautiful narrative.
This is a gentle introduction to some of the wonders of life outside
of Canada using food as the great universal connectors. No matter
where you’re from, there’s a power in a warm beverage to bring us
closeness and calmness, even in the hustle and bustle of a train station.
Ashley Pamenter works as a program writer with Girl Guides of Canada-Guides du Canada
and is currently the co-chair of the Red Maple Steering Committee.

The Dancing Trees
written by Masiana Kelly
illustrated by Michelle Simpson
Inhabit Media, 2021
978-1-77227-369-4 (pb) $16.95
for Kindergarten to Grade 4
Picture Book | Inuit Culture | Wilderness Skills |
Respect for the Environment

The Dancing Trees by Masiana Kelly, an Inuk/Dene author from
Kugluktuk, Nunavut, and Fort Simpson, Northwest Territories, shares
essential teachings on the importance of responsibility, respect and
gratitude. In this fable-like tale, Thomas carelessly tosses his garbage
on the ground and ignores his younger sister’s admonitions. With
a shoulder shrug and eye roll, the litterbug is more interested in
regaling his friends with tall tales about his self-proclaimed
wilderness skills. When pals call his bluff, Thomas finds himself
spending an eye-opening night alone in the woods.
Markedly unprepared, Thomas wanders the forest, ripping off
pieces of bark in boredom and snapping branches to build a shelter.
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The trees respond to his bravado and imprudent actions by uprooting
themselves, dancing around in circles, and profoundly obscuring his
way home.
The rugged beauty of the Northwest Territories is showcased
in Michelle’s Simpson’s digital illustrations. Background landscape
scenes glow with gold and russet autumnal details. An aerial view
of the moment of reckoning in the forest is full of movement and
dreamlike drama.
As the youth reflects and draws upon the wisdom of his Elders,
he renews his relationship with the environment: “If we treat the land
with respect and only take what we need, they said, the land will
always be there.” Originally published in Inuinnaqtun, this English
translation is suspensefully well-paced, and Thomas’s journey offers
much food for thought.
Linda Ludke

Hat Cat
written by Troy Wilson
illustrated by Eve Coy
Candlewick Press, 2022
978-1-5362-1366-9 (hc) $ 23.99
for Preschool to Grade 3
Picture Book | Aging | Animals |
Intergenerational Relationships | Social Responsibility | Health and Daily Living

One day, a nameless old man living alone finds a kitten hiding under
his hat. He loves his new friend, Hat, with kitty food, kitty rubs and
kitty talk. But the old man never lets the cat outside because he’s
concerned Hat will leave him, chase the squirrels or worse. When
the old man disappears for days, neighbours eventually come by to
take care of Hat. However, Hat still cannot go outside… until a young
girl leaves the door open long enough at just the right time. Yet Hat
doesn’t leave, chase squirrels or worse, but instead crawls into the old
man’s hat. After a while, the old man returns home. Now he spends
time outside with his neighbours, the squirrels and Hat.
Troy Wilson’s text is tender and rhythmic, gently drawing us into
the strong relationship developing between Hat and the old man.
Repetitive phrases deepen our engagement with and understanding
of the two main characters, especially when the old man fails to
appreciate Hat’s awareness of his love for the squirrels. Eve Coy’s
watercolour and coloured pencil illustrations are charming and
detailed, wonderfully complementing and enriching the text. While
the old man’s absence is never explained, we realize what matters is
that he experiences a time of need, during which neighbours step in
to help, offering continued friendship and support, and from which
he gains a new level of trust with his best friend, Hat.
Ken Kilback is a writer and primary teacher in Vancouver.

Hockey with Dad
written by Willie Sellers
illustrated by Kevin Easthope
Caitlin Press, 2021
978-1-98791-580-8 (hc) $19.95
for Grades 1 to 3
Picture Book | Hockey | Family | Community |
Indigenous Culture (Secwépemc)

“Play hard, be fierce, play with honour, but more important than
anything play because you love it. Remember that any day on the ice
is a good day.”
This hockey story, written by Willie Sellers, the Chief of the Williams
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Lake First Nation and author of Dipnetting with Dad, beautifully
conveys the love of the game. We follow the family of hockey players
(sister is the star player, brother is the backup goalie, dad is the coach,
grandpa is the number one fan) in the time leading up to the
championship game. The team goalie gets sick, and it’s brother’s
time to shine.
The book captures hockey culture in the Indigenous community
perfectly with the passion of the players and the fans, including
grandpa, who always plays the pre-game drum song and reminds
brother to work hard but remember to have fun.
Illustrations by Kevin Easthope brilliantly capture the smiles and joy
of the players and the community as they all share in the celebrations
during the championship game. The illustrations are full of movement
and joy. Important lessons are shared without sounding preachy,
which is appreciated. Do your best because that’s even more important than winning. Play because you love it. A routine is important.
While these lessons are supposed to be about hockey specifically,
they can easily be applied to life in general which then can appeal to
a wider audience outside of hockey lovers. Recommended for home
and school libraries.
Nancy Cooper is from the Chippewas of Rama First Nation in southern Ontario.
She is the First Nation Consultant at the Southern Ontario Library Service and is the author
of The Trading Tree, published by The Prince’s Trust and the Ontario Water Centre.

A Kid Is a Kid Is a Kid
written by Sara O’Leary
illustrated by Qin Leng
Groundwood Books, 2021
978-1-77306-250-1 (hc) $18.99
978-1-77306-251-8 (eBook) $16.99
for Kindergarten to Grade 3
Picture Book | School Playground | Questions |
Empathy | Self-Advocacy | Diversity

The scene: A school playground filled with children, each puzzling
over an inappropriate and insensitive question that has been asked
of them. “Being the new kid is hard. I can think of better things to ask
than if I’m a boy or a girl,” the story begins. Another child comments,
“I get asked why I always have my nose in a book. Books are my life!”
One after the other, each child shares an annoying question that
has been asked, followed by a preferred query that would reveal
something interesting about themselves. “Ask me what I can do,
not what I can’t!” “Ask me my new dog’s name.” There is, however,
a favourite question that they all can agree they like, namely, “Hey, kid!
Do you want to play?”
Sara O’Leary has composed a marvellous follow-up to A Family
Is a Family Is a Family. The spectrum of the children’s concerns
ranges from the poignant to the humorous. Coming from various
backgrounds and experiences, these children implore others to
interact with them with greater thoughtfulness and empathy.
Not only do Qin Leng’s delightful ink, watercolour and pastel
illustrations enrich the story by supplying added visual information
which is left unsaid in the text, but they also capture the emotional
tenor of the varying situations. The playground becomes a setting
for the children to feel empowered by who they are and what
defines them.

Little Wolf
written by Teoni Spathelfer
illustrated by Natassia Davies
Heritage House, 2021
978-1-77203-380-9 (pb) $12.95
for Preschool to Grade 3
Picture Book | Identity | Culture | West Coast |
Heiltsuk | Indigenous

White Raven
written by Teoni Spathelfer
illustrated by Natassia Davies
Heritage House, 2021
978-1-77203-377-9 (pb) $19.95
for Preschool to Grade 3
Picture Book | Residential Schools |
West Coast | Heiltsuk | Indigenous

The first book of a trilogy by Teoni Spathelfer (Heiltsuk), Little Wolf,
is the story of a young First Nations girl struggling after moving to
the city. Within the pages, she faces and conquers challenges, such
as a new and unfamiliar landscape as well as schoolyard bullying
and racism. Natassia Davies’ artwork is bright and cheery, and she
seamlessly blends lovely west coast Indigenous artwork within the
illustrations. At the very end of the story, a moving picture of her
mother and other children at the St. Michael’s Indian Residential
School is included.
Overall, this is an inspiring contemporary story for all children,
Indigenous and non-Indigenous, about a Heiltsuk girl growing up
and overcoming obstacles by finding joy in the nature she finds in her
urban environment, by embracing her culture and ultimately being
true to herself and her identity.
In White Raven, the second book of Teoni Spathelfer’s trilogy, we
follow Little Wolf as an adult, with children of her own. She and her
family move from the city, to the island where Little Wolf was born.
White Raven, Little Wolf’s mother, visits often. In this safe setting, she
courageously shares her own childhood story with her family. She
tells them about being sent to a residential school, far from her own
community, and the hardships that she endured there. She speaks to
how she received her name of White Raven.
By attending workshops and telling her truth, White Raven is able
to heal. It is an inspiring story of how White Raven was able to take
back her life and how other residential school survivors are helping to
educate all Canadians about the residential school system.
As in the first title of the trilogy, Natassia Davies lovely illustrations
bring a continuity to the series. It aids in relating the story to young
children in a way that the text alone cannot. The story demonstrates
the heartbreaking truth about residential schools in Canada, but also
makes evident the perseverance and strength in Indigenous Peoples
as they find their way back to culture and the truth. This title is a good
introduction to residential schools, and is an important story for all
children and all Canadians to learn.
Colette Poitras is a member of the Métis Nation of Alberta, holds a Master’s degree in
Library and Information Science and is the Manager of the Indigenous Public Outreach for
Public Library Services Branch, Alberta.

Senta Ross
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LGBTQ+

978-1-7753019-4-3 HC $21.99 Ages 4-10

“This introduction to LGBTQ
human rights for young children
is a gentle and eﬀective one.”

978-1-989996-03-4 HC $19.95 Ages 4-8

Gender Identity
Available in French-language version
Coming October 15, 2021

~Kirkus Reviews

Nominated for 2021
Silver Birch Express Award
Rocky Mountain Book Award

Coming March 15, 2022

Gender Identity;
“Sometimes it’s not as simple
as being a boy or a girl.”
Coming March 15, 2022

978-1-9992416-0-5 HC $19.95 Ages 4-8

978-1-989996-05-8 PB $13.95 Ages 4-10

Indo-Canadian: Music, diversity,
and female empowerment.

978-1-989996-06-5 PB $13.95 Ages 4-8

978-1-9992416-8-1 PB $13.95 Ages 10-14

Middle-Grade Novel:
Adventure/ Global Activism

www.rebelmountainpress.com

“This gentle educational
primer on a tough topic pushes
through fear and lands on love.”
~Kirkus Reviews
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My City Speaks
written by Darren Lebeuf
illustrated by Ashley Barron
Kids Can Press, 2021
978-1-52530-414-9 (hc) $19.99
978-1-5253-0475-0 (eBook) $9.99
for Preschool to Grade 2
Picture Book | Disability | Accessibility | Community | Urban Life | Sounds

My City Speaks features a visually-impaired child who describes
her city as she travels to a violin recital with her father. The author
provides poetic descriptions using exciting, creative adjectives to
describe the journey without focusing on visual attributes.
This book does a remarkable job at introducing concepts of
accessibility and inclusion. While the main character of the story
is visually-impaired, the story does not revolve around her ability,
thus normalizing visual impairments and not promoting frequent
stereotypes regarding disabilities as commonly observed in picture
books. There is no mention of “overcoming the disability,” which is a
common theme in children’s picture books that include a main
character with a disability. Rather, she is able to independently
navigate and engage in all environments she encounters.
The illustrator creatively portrays concepts of universal design
within built environments by including textured ground surfaces
on the sidewalk to road transition. Prior to reading My City Speaks,
adult readers should familiarize themselves with elements of universal design. This book could then act as a tool to begin discussions regarding accessibility with children. As Canada moves toward
becoming a more inclusive nation, parents and early childhood
educators would benefit from engaging children in literature that
portrays realistic environments with diverse characters, which is
precisely what this book provides.
Christie Longmire completed her Master’s degree at Mount Saint Vincent University in
Child and Youth Study. She is a mom, wife, runner and inclusion activist in Nova Scotia.

A Sky-Blue Bench
written by Bahram Rahman
illustrated by Peggy Collins
Pajama Press, 2021
978-1-77278-222-6 (hc) $22.95
for Grades 2 to 4
Picture Book | Afghanistan | Barriers to Education |
Land Mines | Prosthetics | Carpentry | Resilience

Aria, a young Afghan, is excited to return to the girls’ school following
a long stay in hospital due to a land mine accident. Unfortunately,
her new prosthetic “helper leg” makes sitting all day on the classroom
floor extremely painful. The wooden benches and desks had been
used as firewood during the war. Aria resolves to remedy her discomfort by building a bench herself. After collecting discarded wooden
boards, broken pieces of furniture, and nails and screws from around
the city, she seeks the advice of a carpenter, who kindly loans her
some of his work tools and presents her with a can of sky-blue
paint—the colour of courage, peace and wisdom. A weekend filled
with construction follows. Aria’s classmates are so impressed with the
addition of the sky-blue wooden bench in the classroom that they,
too, wish to build additional benches, tables and even a bookshelf.
“Aria thought about her can of sky-blue paint. There was still plenty
left. ‘Yes,’ she said, with a smile as wide as the sky. ‘We can build
everything we need, together!’”
Told from his personal experiences growing up in Kabul,
Afghanistan, Bahram Rahman has written a poignant story
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recognizing the resilience and determination of young children,
particularly girls, living in war-torn countries and their quest to
overcome barriers in order to receive an education. One admires
the ingenuity and perseverance of Aria as she strives to improve
the quality of life, not only for herself but also for her classmates.
An age-appropriate Author’s Note briefly introduces readers to the
danger of land mines.
Peggy Collins’ vivid artwork, created digitally, illustrates a way of
life and school experience that will be unfamiliar to many young
readers. Yet Aria’s courage, in the face of adversity, will resonate with
children, no matter what their background, as will the significance
of the colour blue, a symbol of hope.
Senta Ross

Song for the Snow
written by Jon-Erik Lappano
illustrated by Byron Eggenschwiler
Groundwood Books, 2021
978-1-77306-268-6 (hc) $19.99
for Kindergarten to Grade 3
Picture Book | Fantasy | Snow | Global Warming |
Snow Globe | Traditional Song

Freya has always loved the snow, “...how it covered everything in
softness and dusted the trees like powdered sugar on her favorite
spice cakes.” Sadly, her town, blanketed by warm temperatures, has
been without snow for the past two winters. The young girl worries
that her memories of snow might disappear. “Maybe the snow is
lost...” A stranger offers her the gift of a snow globe music box, which
plays a forgotten traditional song that had once been sung by generations of townspeople to call the snow home. Could this be some
form of magic? Day upon day, Freya takes the snow globe outside
and sings the song to the sky. But the snow does not appear. Carrying
the snow globe to school, she teaches her classmates the song, and
they, in turn, instruct their families until the homes and hearts of the
entire town brim with a melody imploring the snow to fall. And then,
remarkably, the wind changes...
In this homage to winter, Jon-Erik Lappano has written a hopefilled allegory about how one child can bring about positive change
for a better future. A feast for the senses, his descriptions, from the
crunchy frost underfoot and one’s breath rising into the freezing air
like smoke, are beautiful to read and to imagine.
Byron Eggenschwiler’s compelling digital illustrations, completed
in a palette of muted colours, portray the enchanting evolution of an
entire town coming to resemble the contents of the snow globe and
the joy which follows.
Senta Ross

Thunder and the Noise Storms
written by Jeffery Ansloos and Shezza Ansloos
illustrated by Joshua Mangeshig Pawis-Steckley
Annick Press, 2021
978-1-77321-558-7 (hc) $21.95
978-1-77321-560-0 (eBook) $12.99
for Kindergarten to Grade 2
Picture Book | Indigenous Culture | Nature | Emotions and Feelings |
Sensory Overload

“Thunder Thunder listen with wonder.”
Jeffery Ansloos is a Cree educator and registered psychologist.
Shezza Ansloos is a multimedia artist. They have collaborated to
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write this book about Thunder and his mosom (grandfather), who,
together, navigate the anxiety that can be hard to handle for Thunder
by spending time on an urban nature walk.
Some days, all of the different noises at school can transport
Thunder to overwhelming “noise storms.” When the feelings go over
the top for Thunder, mosom helps him and they leave the schoolyard
together for a walk. Mosom admits the same thing happened to him
when he was a young boy. His father taught him a word that helped
to make things feel more manageable. Mamaskawitawew—to listen
with wonder. Listening to the quiet things all around us, like the wind
singing a soothing song, the leaves on the trees clapping and giving
each other high fives, or the sweetgrass whispering that everything is
going to be okay, help to take the noise storms away and help to us to
feel calm again.
Mosom urges Thunder to listen to his heart, telling him that there
is wonder all around us and within us. So even when things get loud,
now Thunder takes a deep breath and remembers what mosom said,
“Thunder Thunder listen with wonder.”
Joshua Mangeshig Pawis-Steckley’s illustrations lovingly convey
Thunder’s journey to calmness through his depiction of the natural
world and the sounds that we all should be listening for daily.
Recommended for home and school libraries. Also recommended
for all children coping with anxiety.
Nancy Cooper

We Move Together
written by Kelly Fritsch and Anne McGuire
illustrated by Eduardo Trejos
AK Press, 2021
978-1-8493-5404-2 (hc) $ 23.95
for Preschool to Grade 3
Picture Book | Accessibility | Diversity |
Social Justice | Community Building

At different times and in different situations, we all move fast, and we
all move slow. And we are always moving together, whether we are
in motion or at rest. Sometimes we are forced to stop because of an
unfair curb or step; then, we have an opportunity to come together
and become creative in solving problems so that everyone can access
the same things. We can also become curious about what others can
do and then choose to learn about those things so that we better
communicate with and understand others, developing meaningful
relationships with them. When we make changes and celebrate
together, we move together; and when we move together, we make
changes and celebrate.
From a quote at the book’s beginning by disability justice activists
Aurora Levins Morales and Patty Berne to the end matter that takes a
closer look at accessibility, ableism and more, this is a powerful and
much-needed book for readers of all ages. Kelly Fritsch and Anne
McGuire’s text is spare, inviting us to know about the movements
and abilities of others, to intentionally engage with them in order to
understand them better and to purposefully establish meaningful
relationships with them. Eduardo Trejos’ illustrations are bold and
colourful, depicting multigenerational and multi-diverse characters
with varying abilities and reminding us that whatever our own ability,
we are all in need of help and kindness, understanding and love. In
moving together, we rely on one another to help us “get where we
need to go.”
Ken Kilback
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Aggie & Mudgy:
The Journey of Two Kaska Dena Children
written by Wendy Proverbs
Heritage House, 2021
978-1-77203-375-5 (pb) $14.95
for Grades 4 and up
Fiction | Residential Schools | Kaska Dena | Indigenous

This engrossing fictionalized account is based on
the true life story of Wendy Proverbs’ mother and auntie when they
were taken on a 1609 kilometre journey (over a period of six weeks)
from the only home they ever knew to a residential school in central
British Columbia.
The story begins in contemporary Vancouver when Maddy finds
an old photo of two young girls. As is befitting of this important story,
her loving grandmother (Nan) takes some time to tell a complete
account of two Kaska Dena girls named Mac-kinnay and Beep.
The priest comes and baptises them. He changes their names to
Agnes and Martha. They secretly call each other Aggie and Mudgy,
which they prefer.
The reader is drawn into the story about the two girls, which Nan
haltingly recounts to Maddy. They are taken from Daylu, their home
in the Yukon, to the Lejac Residential School, which is on the shores
of Fraser Lake in central British Columbia. To get to the residential
school, they endure an epic journey, as they start by canoe, then
transition to riverboat, then overland by mail truck, to a paddle
wheeler, then to a steamship and finally a train, which ultimately
results in heartbreak, abuse and loneliness at the residential school.
At the beginning of the book, there is an author’s note in which
Wendy states that her wish is to see the younger generations learn
more about Canada’s history. The epilogue at the end of the book
updates the reader on what happened to Aggie and Mudgy after
leaving the Lejac Residential School, what happened to the priest,
Father Elphége Allard, and finally what happened to the school buildings since closing in 1976.
This title definitely helps to fill in the gaps for all Canadians about
the history of residential schools, and the many miles away from their
own families and communities that some children were forced to
travel to get there. It also is a powerful demonstration to the importance of connecting (or reconnecting) to kin, community and culture.
Colette Poitras

Children of the Fox
(Thieves of Shadow, Book 1)
written by Kevin Sands
Puffin Canada, 2021
978-0-7352-7041-1 (hc) $17.99
978-0-5933-2753-1 (eBook) $10.99
for Grades 4 to 7
Fiction | Fantasy | Adventure | Friendship |
High-Stakes Heist | Criminal Masterminds

When Callan is presented with an opportunity to realize the dream he
holds close to his heart, he simply can’t refuse. Even though he knows
that the wealthy and enigmatic Mr. Solomon’s job offer is too good to
be true. And even when it means working with a team of other young
criminals. But if the five of them can steal a precious jewel from the
High Weaver in the next three days, their reward will be more money
than they could ever possibly need. Callan soon finds himself leading
this unlikely crew of misfits as they use all of their varied skills to try to
accomplish this seemingly impossible task. As they are drawn deeper
into the intrigue surrounding this heist, they begin to realize that the
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stakes are higher than they ever could have imagined!
Kevin Sands brings together a delightful cast of characters in this
action-packed quest that keeps readers guessing to the very end.
Callan is a compelling protagonist who is astute, savvy and smart in
so many ways. But it is his vulnerability and genuine concern for the
others in the group that make him so unforgettable. He has learned
many harsh life lessons (and this dangerous undertaking leads to a
few more), yet despite being a thief and a con artist who has been
taught not to trust anyone, he is kindhearted and conscientious.
The plot is clever and carefully crafted, with controlled pacing and
wonderful dramatic tension. The conversations that Callan routinely
has in his head with the Old Man who raised him (and then abruptly
disappeared from his life) allow readers to discern that theirs was not
a straightforward relationship. Readers will look forward to learning
more about Callan and his new friends’ past lives and watching the
relationships between them develop and deepen.
Lisa Doucet is Co-Manager of Woozles in Halifax.

Death & Sparkles
written and illustrated by Rob Justus
Chronicle Books, 2021
978-1-7972-0635-6 (hc) $22.99
for Grades 4 to 6
Graphic Novel | Friendship | Fantasy | Humour

Death has to be the most unpopular being in
the universe. It’s all but impossible to make friends when your touch
alone can kill. Not to mention the piles and piles of paperwork that
come with guiding creatures into the afterlife. On the other hand,
Sparkles surely is the most popular and loved creature alive. As the
last unicorn, everyone knows his name and wants to put his face on
their products and pose with him for a selfie. But when a publicity
stunt goes awry, Sparkles finds himself far from his fans, and with the
last person he thought he’d ever meet: Death himself.
This funny graphic novel is great for reluctant readers and
fun-loving kids. This clever and original tale of the ultimate unlikely
friendship is full of bright, colourful illustrations and outlandish
laughs. Topics like climate change, consumerism, social media,
celebrity culture and even death are dealt with while still providing
an entertaining tale. This cute buddy comedy explores what it really
means to be a friend and is a zany story full of adventure, death and
sunshine and rainbows
Emma Hunter is the Marketing and Communications Coordinator at the Canadian
Children’s Book Centre.

Glam Prix Racers
written by Deanna Kent
illustrated by Neil Hooson
Imprint, 2021
978-1-250-26538-8 (hc) $14.99
for Grades 4 to 6
Graphic Novel | Racing | Competition | Teamwork |
Friendship | Fantasy | Perseverance | Strategizing

In Glam Prix Racers, the first title in a new graphic novel trilogy, a
team of fantastical characters and their anthropomorphic vehicles
race to the finish line, hoping to win the first leg of the Glam Prix.
Written by Deanna Kent and illustrated by Neil Hooson, this fullcolour book bursts with energy, following the team as they navigate
the pastel-hued Fancy Forest on Glittergear Island. As the Glam Prix
Racers face off against the Vroombots and the Cyclops Camper Crew,
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they must collect the most points in all three legs to be named the
best racers in the whole starry system.
Mimicking a video game, Glam Prix Racers offers unique text features that will delight tech-savvy readers, including maps and information cards that include each lively character’s skills, motto, and
energy levels. For example, Sooki’s top skill is creativity, while Mio’s
is speed. Each racer’s unique competencies prove beneficial while
overcoming challenges throughout the book, including mega-algae
eaters, a crying ogre, and an obstructive “shimmerweb.” As characters
work together to strategize, readers will easily make connections to
obstacles they’ve faced in their own lives.
With a linear plot and simple dialogue, Glam Prix Racers is ideal for
striving readers who will also benefit from characters’ animated facial
expressions and a wealth of other visual cues. The book also features
many wordless panels and pages that will ignite young readers’ imagination, prediction, and storytelling skills. Made-up words, including
“sparklecharge,” “glittershroom,” and “hangries” may require some
reading support.
Though risk-taking, teamwork, and perseverance are prominent
themes in Glam Prix Racers, the book is never didactic, radiating fun
and excitement above all else. As an added challenge, Hooson has
included 10 hidden gnomes in his illustrations, offering readers an
additional opportunity to engage with the text. High-energy from
its very first page, Glam Prix Racers is centred on team spirit and
adventure, undoubtedly leaving readers anticipating the series’ next
instalment, which will focus on the next leg of the Glam Prix!
Jessica Rose is a writer, reviewer and editor in Hamilton, Ontario.

Living with Viola
written and illustrated by Rosena Fung
Annick Press, 2021
978-1-77321-558-7 (hc) $24.95
978-1-77321-549-5 (pb) 19.95
for Grades 4 to 7
Graphic Novel | Depression | Mental Illness |
Anxiety Disorder | Panic Disorder | Self-Esteem |
Friendship | Family

Livy is 10 years old and has just started a new school for sixth grade.
She loves art, unicorns and making bao with her mom. But everywhere Livy goes, Viola is there too and no one else can see her but
Livy. Viola only likes one thing: bringing Livy down. She brings up all
of the things that Livy is insecure about: being too Chinese, not being
smart enough, being a bad person and a bad daughter. As complications with her new friends arise, Livy soon feels like she’s drowning in
everything Viola says about her. When she finds the courage to talk to
her mom about what she’s feeling, with the help of her new doctor,
Livy finally finds a way to live with Viola.
Anxiety takes on a human form in this graphic novel for middlegrade readers. Livy’s day-to-day challenges with life as a pre-teen are
made worse by her yet-to-be-diagnosed anxiety and panic disorder.
Rosena Fung’s art and use of colour perfectly depict Livy’s differing
moods and feelings as she struggles with family expectations, friendship and daily life as a first-generation Canadian. When things are
bad, Livy’s drowning in a colourless world full of her worst thoughts.
When things are good, she’s in a bright and colourful world full of her
favourite things. With the help of the adults in her life, Livy eventually finds ways to live with her anxiety, such as breathing exercises,
grounding herself in her surroundings and distracting herself with the
things she loves. Livy’s mental illness is portrayed as something that
will always be a part of her, but with the help of her family and friends,
she can learn to live with it without letting it bury her.
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Perfect for fans of Guts and anyone who is cool-weird, I loved this
coming-of-age story that felt like an honest and hopeful depiction of
life with mental illness.
Emma Hunter

Making Seaker
written by Karen Autio
Crwth Press, 2021
978-1-989724-09-5 (pb) $9.95
978-1-989724-12-5 (eBook) $3.99
for Grades 3 to 6
Fiction | Girls and STEAM | Engineering | Friends |
Paddle-to-the-Sea | Authenticity

Being the new kid is never easy, especially when you are socially
awkward and have a history of not fitting in with your peers. These
thoughts are at the forefront of Jamie’s mind when her family moves
to her father’s small hometown of Nipigon, Ontario. Desperate to
make friends with her new classmates Raina and Beth, Jamie hides
her love of technology and science in a misguided effort to ingratiate
herself with the girls. During a family visit to Nipigon’s Paddle-to-theSea Park, Jamie wonders if she can create a trackable model boat
that follows the same route as the carving in the well-known story
Paddle-to-the-Sea. What Jamie does not anticipate is the support of
her new community along the way.
An important theme in Making Seaker is the concept of authenticity and being genuine. Many of Jamie’s problems with her new
classmates come about when she presents herself falsely. Mistakenly, Jamie believes that Raina and Beth will not be friends with her
if she does not like the same activities as them. Rather, the girls feel
resentful because Jamie is deceitful and untrustworthy. Powerful
lessons regarding forthright communication and honesty are learned
by Jaime over the course of creating her boat.
Karen Autio’s novel takes a clear look at the still prevalent gender
stereotype that girls are uninterested in science, technology, engineering, and math. Making Seaker incorporates simplified discussions
about the technology employed in Jamie’s boat that would be of
interest to youngsters, regardless of their gender. An additional fun
element in the Author’s Note is a URL address to an accompanying
website that contains additional knowledge on Paddle-to-the-Sea, as
well as information about Jamie’s science and space aspirations.
Robin Ahamedi is a library technician living in Ajax, Ontario.

Spell Sweeper
written by Lee Edward Födi
HarperCollins Canada, 2021
978-0-06284-532-0 (hc) $21.00
978-0-06284-534-4 (eBook) $8.99
for Grades 4 to 7
Fiction | Fantasy | Wizards | Magic | School | Friendship |
Failure | Family

Cara Moone is a student at the Dragonsong Academy, a school for
wizardry. But, according to her, she is no wizard. Relegated to be
a spell sweeper, she doesn’t even have a wand—just a broom with
which she is tasked with cleaning up spell dust after the other “real”
wizards have performed their magic. She is outshone at every turn by
the school star Harlee Wu, as well as her older sister Su who seems
to have become a different person in her teenage years. When a
series of strange events transpire, the wizards realize that something
is causing toxic rifts to appear in the magical field. Soon spell-casting
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is outlawed to prevent further damage to the field, and those wizards
wielding brooms instead of wands find that they may be more
important than anyone imagined.
In situating Cara as the narrator of her own story, Lee Edward Födi
treats readers to a frank and humorous yarn peppered with various
invented words and phrases that will make readers smile. Födi makes
a point of populating his book with a multicultural cast, including one
magical many-tailed Japanese fox. While readers bump along on a
fast-paced ride, they are also exposed to Cara’s vulnerabilities and the
internal struggle that arises from her own definitions of failure and
success. Through it all, Födi plays with the theme of contradictions
and their coexistence, how a person may straddle two seemingly
conflicting realities at once. Young readers will be both entertained
and enlightened!
Ildiko Sumegi is a reviewer from Ottawa who blogs about inspirational children’s books at
beyondtheglassmountains.com.

Stealing Home
written by J. Torres
illustrated by David Namisato
Kids Can Press, 2021
978-1-5253-0334-0 (hc) $18.99
for Grades 4 to 7
Graphic Novel | History | Families | Discrimination |
World War II | Japanese Internment | Baseball

Before the attack on Pearl Harbor, Sandy Saito is like most other
North American kids. He reads comics, goes to school, and is
obsessed with baseball—especially the Asahi, a Japanese-Canadian
team. However, as anti-Japanese sentiment increases in his hometown of Vancouver, Sandy and his family are prohibited from visiting
certain parts of the city and a dusk-to-dawn curfew is announced.
Eventually, the family’s possessions are seized and they’re forcibly
removed from their home. Like many other Japanese-Canadians
during World War II, Sandy finds himself in an overcrowded
two-family shack in a remote internment camp with no electricity
or running water.
Stealing Home is historical in nature; however, young readers
experiencing the COVID-19 pandemic will empathize with Sandy and
the uncertainty he feels. The theme of isolation weighs heavily on the
plot, especially when Sandy is separated from his dad, a doctor, who
is sent to a work camp for men. No longer able to enjoy many of his
hobbies, Sandy dreams of a time when he can watch his heroes play
baseball again. “Baseball was more than a sport to us. It was literally
the level playing field where we were equal to everyone,” says Sandy
in a caption. “The Asahi were more than a baseball team. They were
heroes who took us away from it all.”
“This is all temporary” is a hopeful phrase that is repeated multiple
times, reminding readers that even the most trying times in history
have passed. To provide additional context to help students better
understand the forced removal and confinement of JapaneseCanadians during WW II, the book includes an afterword by Susan
Aihoshi, whose own grandparents, mother, father, and extended
family were forced to leave their homes in British Columbia in 1942.
Despite difficult subject matter, including racism and segregation,
Stealing Home offers some lighthearted moments, especially when
a temporary baseball diamond appears in the internment camp.
Despite “no popcorn, no stands,” camp residents experience brief
moments of joy. Young readers will undoubtedly rejoice in the
characters’ spirit of resilience.
Jessica Rose
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Sunny Days Inside and Other Stories
written by Caroline Adderson
Groundwood Books, 2021
978-1-77306-572-4 (hc) $16.99
978-1-77306-573-1 (eBook) $ 11.99
for Grades 4 to 7
Fiction | Short Stories | Friendship | COVID-19 Pandemic |
Apartment Dwelling | Resilience | Community | Family

Caroline Adderson’s book of short stories relates the experiences of
different children living in one particular apartment building at the
beginning of the coronavirus pandemic. Among the many stories is
one that tells of the devastating loss of a family’s “airplane holiday”
only to highlight the importance of family and the true devastation
of finding yourself all alone. There is the hilarious tale of the twins
who become cave people, even inventing their own cave language.
Another tale revels in the entrepreneurial thinking of a little boy
who rents out his dog to fellow apartment-dwellers so that they
may get outside and take a walk.
Adderson does not shy away from the more difficult subjects to
which many children have been exposed over the last year and a
half: immune-compromised loved ones, financial precariousness,
and the deteriorating mental health of a parent. She also takes the
time to illuminate the minutiae that loomed large in the lives of those
of us confined to our homes. Most importantly, she has a knack for
capturing the voice of each child—the way they think and speak and
hope—creating believable characters with whom children can identify. Using the metaphor of the apartment building as the scaffolding
for her book, she reminds readers of the manner in which we were
all isolated within our own family cells. She balances this observation
by slowly linking up the various characters and stories, demonstrating
the ways in which people have found connection and support during
this difficult time.
Ildiko Sumegi

Traitors Among Us
written by Marsha Forchuk Skrypuch
Scholastic Canada, 2021
978-1-338-75430-8 (hc) $35.99
978-1-338-75429-2 (pb) $9.99
978-1-338-75431-5 (eBook) $8.99
for Grades 3 to 6
Fiction | World War II | Nazis | Siblings | Loyalty

Ukrainian sisters Krystia and Maria have survived World War II. Their
mother was executed for being in the resistance and their home was
destroyed, but the teenagers have been reunited and want nothing
more than to reach their aunt and uncle in Toronto. But while at
a displaced persons camp in the American occupation zone, they
are wrongly and maliciously called out as Nazi-collaborating “Hitler
Girls” by an actual Hitler Girl and are forcibly taken, along with a small
group of survivors, to an interrogation house in the Russian zone.
There they are separated once again and tortured for information
about their activities during the war and those of their family and
colleagues.
Inspired by true events and her own family history, author Marsha
Forchuk Skrypuch masterfully sweeps readers into the aftermath of
WWII and lesser-known yet harrowing incidents, from the Russians
kidnapping and imprisoning supposed traitors and silencing former
resistance fighters who could potentially turn on the Soviet Union
to young people known as “Werewolves” working to help the Nazis
regain power. Told in alternating chapters by 16-year-old Krystia and
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14-year-old Maria, Traitors Among Us follows the sisters, their fellow
captives, and their determination to make it back to the American
zone. Through it all, the sisters refuse to give up the one thing the
enemy can’t physically seize—their strength of character—even if it
means losing each other forever.
Though the novel has some lighter and more familiar moments,
like sibling contention and a wonderfully fitting use for the Nazi
flag, there are quite a few graphic descriptions of torture, death and
destruction. These depictions are far from gratuitous; they offer an
honest portrayal of time and place, all the while letting hope seep
through the cracks of devastation.
Traitors Among Us is the third book featuring Krystia and Maria,
the previous being Don’t Tell the Nazis and Trapped in Hitler’s Web.
While there is an order to them, Skrypuch includes enough background information to read the current book as a standalone. That
said, readers should delve into them all.
Heather Camlot is the author of Clutch, The Other Side and What If Soldiers Fought with
Pillows? She is also a freelance journalist, editor and translator.

The Undercover Book List
written by Colleen Nelson
Pajama Press, 2021
978-1-77278-187-8 (hc) $21.95
for Grades 3 to 6
Fiction | Friendship | Moving | Identity and Self-Discovery |
Books and Reading

When her best friend Sienna moves away, Jane
wonders how she will make it through seventh grade without her. But
Sienna has devised a clever way of helping Jane find a new friend by
leaving a note in a book in the school library. When bad-boy Tyson
Flamand finds the note, he decides to play along by making book
suggestions for Jane. But he soon finds himself reading and, to his
tremendous surprise, enjoying the books that Jane recommends in
her replies. They each become increasingly invested in this secret
book club. Then, Jane’s Kid Lit Quiz team needs a new member, and
she wonders if her new book friend might be the perfect person. And
Tyson surprises himself, along with everyone else, when he discovers
that he may truly be that perfect person... and that he is more than
just the prankster that he has a reputation for being.
With emotional depth and sensitivity, Colleen Nelson captures the
struggles and uncertainties that both of her protagonists wrestle with.
By alternating between their two points of view, she skillfully brings
readers into their minds and hearts. Jane’s loneliness and anxiety
as she misses Sienna and worries about her father, who is posted
overseas, are poignantly depicted. At the same time, Tyson’s sense
of resignation and feeling of being misunderstood are genuine and
thought-provoking. The anonymity of exchanging notes gives them
a greater sense of freedom to be themselves and to be more candid,
allowing them to see themselves and each other in a new light.
The story is accessible and engaging, an insightful exploration of
being open to new experiences and to the wonders of self-discovery.
It is also a heartfelt celebration of the power of books to heal and to
bring people together.
Lisa Doucet
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Blackout
written by K. Monroe
Wattpad Books, 2021
978-198-93657-3-1 (pb) $11.99
for Grades 10 and up
Fiction | Mystery | Amnesia | Trust | Unreliable Narrator

Alina (Allie) Castillo was involved in a freak car
accident that left her with total amnesia. Two
months after her accident, she returns to school and begins the
difficult process of trying to piece her life back together and figure
out who she was before loosing her memory. As Allie works to figure
out who she was before her accident, she discovers she may not
like who she was before. To make her recovery more complicated,
Allie discovers that there are some people, local police included,
who believe that she may be faking her amnesia, and she begins
experiencing increasingly intensifying flashbacks to the night of her
accident. Allie begins to realize that those closest to her are keeping
things from her, and she doesn’t know who she can trust.
Blackout is a dark mystery with an unreliable narrator, leaving the
reader guessing what really happened the night of Allie’s accident.
Was it a freak accident, or is something more sinister at play in Pender
Falls? This novel will be of interest of readers who like a mystery,
much like Pretty Little Liars or Riverdale.
The character of Allie is well developed and realistic. She makes
mistakes, and suffers the consequences of her actions. An interesting
observation of the other characters of the story is that because it is
told from Allie’s point of view, the readers are not given any background or insight to other characters in Blackout, meaning the reader
‘meets’ the people in Allie’s life as she does. This makes is difficult for
the reader to trust the motives of anyone in Allie’s life.
Blackout is a dark mystery with an unreliable narrator, and an even
more unreliable supporting cast. It will keep the reader guessing until
the last moment.
Meagan Richards started her library career in public libraries and quickly developed a
soft spot for junior and YA literature through collection development and programming.
She continues to read YA titles regularly in her spare time.

The Bones of Ruin
written by Sarah Raughley
Margaret K. McElderry Books, 2021
978-1-53445-356-2 (hc) $23.99
978-1-53445-358-6 (eBook) $11.99
for Grades 9 and up
Historical Fiction | Fantasy | Victorian London |
Tightrope Dancing | Friendship | Hope | Fate

An African tightrope dancer in Victorian London, Iris is used to being
strange. But she also has a secret even ‘strange’ doesn’t cover—Iris
cannot die. Without any memory of her past and haunted by her
unnatural power, Iris’s mission in life is to discover her past. A mission
that only grows more complicated when she meets the alluring Adam
Temple, a member of the mysterious Enlightenment Committee.
Adam holds the key to Iris’s past, but he won’t give it to her without
a price. In return for the truth, Adam wants Iris to be his champion
in the Committee’s Tournament of Freaks, a macabre competition
of vicious fighters with fantastical powers. Iris has no choice but to
accept his offer, but the further into the tournament she gets, the
more she remembers—and the more she begins to wonder if the
truth is better left forgotten.
Sarah Raughley’s work is filled with twists and turns, dragging the
reader further into its grip with each revelation and tension-wrought
conflict. Following the perspectives of Iris and Adam, Raughley
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creates a world of science, fantasy, and enteral rebirth as the
characters weave deception atop deception.
This book had me entranced as I tried to uncover the secrets of
the characters and their unforgiving world. With themes of friendship,
hope, and taking fate into one’s own hands, this story encourages
learning to trust others and fighting for what’s right. It shows
everyone has their own reasons for taking risks, and sometimes
what you think you know is far from the truth. Anyone who knows
the struggle of trying to find out who they are, hesitant to let people
close, who’s felt the urge to burn the whole world to ash or who just
wants to be freakish with powers can find an escape in the pages
of this book. Written for young adults, this book shows that there is
always hope, even when the world is ending.
Sara Rigotti is a student at the University of Ottawa and a board member of the
Writers’ Community of Durham Region.

The Forest of Stolen Girls
written by June Hur
978-1-2502-2958-8 (hc) $25.99
Feiwel & Friends, 2021
for Grades 9 and up
Fiction | Mystery | Korea | Family | Loyalty | Identity |
Belonging

In 1426, in the time of the Joseon Dynasty in Korea,
Hwani’s family is still dealing with the repercussions of her younger
sister’s disappearance years earlier and from finding her unconscious
in the forest near a terrible crime scene. Now Hwani’s detective
father has discovered that 13 girls have since disappeared from the
same forest. When he travels to their hometown to investigate, he
also disappears, leading Hwani on her own investigation. As she digs
into the secrets of the small village and clashes with her estranged
sister, Hwani will realize that the key lies within her own long-buried
memories of that day.
In her sophomore novel, June Hur draws on a virtually unknown
period in ancient Korean history to craft an atmospheric historical
mystery rich with detail. The story begins with Hwani onboard a ship
to her hometown disguised as a boy. Readers quickly discover that
she has run away from her controlling and highly traditional aunt to
find out what happened to her father. When she arrives on the island
of Jeju, she reconnects with her estranged sister Marisol who stayed
behind to train as a shaman. While their relationship is difficult, the
pair are united in their desire to find their father and to solve the case
of the missing girls.
The characters are complex and well-crafted, and readers will
appreciate the untraditional goals of both. The supporting cast is also
excellent and helps drive the mystery. Everybody in the village has
seemingly been touched by the disappearance of the girls, and as the
investigation deepens, readers learn that most either have something
to share or something to hide.
Overall this is an exciting and memorable novel with perfect pacing
to keep readers engaged and guessing, and a historical note at the
back adds valuable context. Highly recommended.
Rachel Seigel
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“a most beautifully rendered B memorable publication.”
—Canadian Children’s Book News

New from
JonArno Lawson
and Qin Leng
Five starred reviews!
★ Publishers Weekly

★ School Library Journal
★ Kirkus Reviews

★ Bulletin for the Center of Children’s Books
★ Foreword
“Spreads a heartwarming message of
renewal, hope, friendship, and compassion.”
—School Library Journal (starred review)

Illustrations copyright © 2021 by Qin Leng

“A story about warmth, hospitality, and the way
human beings can learn to change at any age.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review)

The Story of the Mi’kmaq and the Shubenacadie Residential School
Told by Muinji’j and Shanika MacEachern
An educational and heartfelt retelling of the story of the Mi’kmaq and
their traditional lands, Mi’kma’ki, for young readers, focused on
the generational traumas of the Indian Residential School System.
A poignant, honest, and necessary book featuring brilliant
artwork from Mi’kmaw artist Zeta Paul and words inspired by Muinji’j
MacEachern’s true story, Muinji’j Asks Why will inspire conversation,
understanding, and allyship for readers of all ages.

@nimbuspub or nimbus.ca

978-1-77471-047-0
$22.95 | January, 2022
Picture book, non-fiction | Ages 5+
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Hunting by Stars
(A Marrow Thieves novel)

Names in a Jar
written by Jennifer Gold
Second Story Press, 2021
978-1-77260-207-4 (pb) $14.95
for Grades 7 and up

written by Cherie Dimaline
Penguin Teen, 2021
978-0-7352-6965-1 (pb) $16.99
978-0-7352-6966-8 (eBook) $10.99
for Grades 8 and up
Fiction | Dystopian | Residential Schools | Indigenous Culture

“Not every fight was violence. Some fights were resistance.”
As I read the last few lines of Hunting by Stars, I found myself
with tears in my eyes and a sob threatening to escape my throat.
In this heartbreakingly beautiful second book in the Marrow Thieves
universe, we meet the main characters again, who have created a
community together just after disaster has struck. There are losses
and loved ones reuniting. We are surprised by those from the past
resurfacing.
French is tested beyond his limits after his capture. The world is
still hunting Indigenous people, and danger arrives in the form of the
Recruiters. Cruel and horrible things are happening in the holding
facilities. In the midst of all of the trauma, there is still love and hope
and trust and family.
Cherie Dimaline shows us the power of family and the power of
community in this book. She shows us the desperation of those who
will stoop to depths of depravity to get their needs met. She gifts us
with the arrival of a new life and the power of parenthood. She provides us with a glimpse into what it truly means to be a human being
who cares for family and holds out hope for those who come behind
us and for better days ahead. Highly recommended. Bring tissues.
Nancy Cooper

Mountain Runaways

Fiction | Holocaust | Concentration Camps | Family |
Identity | Loyalty | Courage

Twelve-year-old Anna enjoys spending her days
reading about anatomy and science in her father’s bookshop, but that
idyllic life becomes a memory when she, her older sister Lina and her
father are imprisoned in the Warsaw Ghetto. With supplies running
out and illness ravaging the camp, Anna is forced to go into hiding
with a Catholic family and take care of an orphaned baby. Lina, on the
other hand, ends up at the Treblinka Camp with low odds of survival.
Can the sisters survive the war and find their way back to each other?
And if they do, will they even recognize each other?
Told in alternating perspectives between Anna and Lina, Jennifer
Gold carefully balances their different experiences during the war.
While Anna is sent to live with a kind Catholic family in the Polish
countryside, as Anna matures, she faces increased attention and
danger from the Nazi soldiers. Lina’s time in the concentration camp
is pure horror, but both sisters demonstrate exemplary courage and
never lose hope.
While difficult subjects such as rape and death are part of the story,
the author does not describe anything in graphic detail, making
this suitable for mature middle-school readers. A historical note at
the end of the novel also adds valuable context about the historical
events on which the story is based.
All in all, this is a powerful and moving story about courage,
hope, family, and survival and is a valuable addition to the canon of
Holocaust literature for young people. Highly recommended.
Rachel Seigel

written by Pam Withers
Dundurn, 2022
978-1-4597-4831-6 (pb) $12.99
for Grades 7 to 10

River Mermaid
written by Christy Goerzen
Crwth Press, 2021
978-1-989724-10-1 (pb) $13.95
for Grades 8 and up

Fiction | Resilience | Grief | Family Bonds | Survival

The Gunnarsson siblings’ world is turned upside
down when they witness the tragic deaths of their
parents in an avalanche. The accident leaves many unanswered questions for the three children, especially because their parents ran an
outdoor survival camp. With no extended family, the now orphaned
children face being separated. However, the eldest, Jon, is three
months from his eighteenth birthday, which would enable him to be
the legal guardian of his younger sister and brother. To protect their
family, the siblings use their expert survival training to run away into
the mountains until Jon comes of age.
Pam Withers provides a gripping story of multiple adventures as
the siblings face several challenges—with nature, other individuals,
and even each other. Readers can engage and explore themes that
include what it means to be a good leader, family dynamics, and the
strength to keep hope even when situations are at their most trying.
Well-paced, the story also captures the complex emotions of
grief and guilt. Characters are believable as they grapple with their
individual reactions to the trials placed before them. The setting also
allows for interesting facts about outdoor survival and the natural
world. These topics can open to activities on perspective shifting
between characters, as well as exploring the engaging world of
outdoor survivalists.

Mercedes lives for her art and wants nothing more
than to get into the prestigious Wildwood Fine
Arts School. When she receives a rejection letter for their Grade 11
program, she is devastated and decides to walk away from her art.
But when your mom is a famous sculptor, it’s hard to push aside the
desire to follow in her footsteps. Try as she may, Mercedes attempts
to build a life as a regular teen; she starts dating a guy she’s been
crushing on in math class and gets a part-time job, but something
just doesn’t feel right, and her art teacher at school convinces her to
reconnect with her creative side. When life throws her a traumatic
curve ball Mercedes realizes her creative spirit is the only thing that
will pull her through.
This novel-in-verse celebrates the healing power of creativity in
its exploration of grief and self-acceptance. Teens who have experienced loss or are dealing with a family member who is terminally
ill will relate to the themes and characters in this beautifully written
book, and even those who haven’t will find it moving. It’s a quick read
that is easily devoured in one or two sittings and packs an emotional
punch. Be sure to have the tissues handy.

Mellissa Connolly is an English teacher specializing in alternative education.

Sandra O’Brien
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Fiction | Novel-in-Verse | Art | Family | Grief
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Skyward

The Wolf’s Curse

written by Susan White
Acorn Press, 2021
978-1-77366-078-3 (pb) $13.95
for Grades 10 to 12

written by Jessica Vitalis
Greenwillow Books, 2021
978-0-06-306741-7 (hc) $21.00
978-0-06-306743-1 (eBook) $11.99
for Grades 4 to 7

Fiction | Family | Intergenerational Relationships |

Fiction | Fantasy | Friendship | Death | Survival | Family | Fate

Conformity | Rebellion | Identity | Dystopian Fiction

Emery has grown up in a society that literally
and physically separates people as either an Elite or a Less Than.
While assigned to care for Augustus, an Old One, Emery becomes
enthralled with his memories of living beyond the wall. His memories
of his family and their farm only serve to heighten Emery’s desire to
experience more than her status as a Less Than will allow. The two
form a bond and devise a plan to escape. Their journey beyond the
wall is filled with beauty, and all the experiences denied to the
Less Thans.
Susan White has weaved a story that is both action-packed and
emotional. It is easy to identify with her characters as they fight
against the injustices of the dystopian world they live in. Emery leads
with her heart and is an engaging protagonist for teen readers as
she takes a stand against the social order that is based on greed
and power.
Christine O’Sullivan is a secondary school teacher-librarian in Brantford, Ontario.

Tahira in Bloom: A Novel
written by Farah Heron
Skyscape, 2021
978-1-5420-3037-3 (hc) $23.99
978-1-5420-3036-6 (pb) $13.99
for Grades 9 and up
Fiction | Fashion | Floral Design | Romance | Careers |
Social Media

Toronto teen Tahira Janmohammad is an
aspiring fashion designer whose coveted summer internship falls
through, leading her to the small town of Bakewell, Ontario, for Plan
B: working at her aunt’s boutique. What Tahira doesn’t realize is that
Bakewell is known for its flowers and flower-arranging competition.
The competition carries clout with fashion designers, and the winner
goes to New York City—the centre of fashion. So Tahira teams up with
a rude, garden-nerd to get a shot at winning, which will look great on
her college application. She just needs to focus on the prize and not
the sharp jawlines.
Farah Heron is known for her adult romances, but Tahira in Bloom
is her first romance for young adults. It is an excellent read that will
leave readers interested in learning more about both fashion and
flower design. Normally a book like this would focus on how parents
like Tahira’s don’t support her, but it’s refreshing to see another
perspective where the parents are, in fact, supportive. Instead, the
novel explores the pressures young people put on themselves to
excel at an age where they should allow room for self-discovery
and failure. It tackles casual racism in a small town, learning to find
genuine connections in the age of social media and influencers.
The romance in this is well written, especially between two racialized
teens. Tahira in Bloom is an absolute pleasure and highly recommended for discussions around careers as well.
Ardo Omer is the Kids Coordinator at the Festival of Literary Diversity (FOLD).
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Twelve-year-old Gauge wished he’d never seen
the Great White Wolf. Then his grandfather wouldn’t have lost business, he wouldn’t have to pretend he was dead, and the superstitious
residents of Bouge-by-the-Sea would not have accused him of being
a Voyant–a crime punishable by being sent out to sea. Gauge has
tried to pretend he can’t see the Wolf, but then he witnesses it steal
his grandfather’s soul, preventing it from reaching the Sea-in-theSky. When the townspeople accuse Gauge of summoning the Wolf
and putting them in danger, he joins forces with another orphan to
prove his innocence. Navigating their own grief, the pair embark on a
journey that ultimately uncovers the truth behind death itself.
Jessica Vitalis’s work manages to be both heartbreaking and
humorous as she brings a new and fantastical concept to the everexpanding idea of life and death. Narrated by the voice of Death,
Vitalis creates an omniscient–and somewhat sarcastic–perspective.
This standalone fantasy novel reflects on the grief of losing
someone close to you, as well as the effects of fear and superstition
on a community. Woven with tension, loss, love and hope, this story
is about bringing comfort in times of need and not allowing superstitious belief to take control of how you view the world. Anyone who
has been falsely accused of wrongdoing, who’s been treated like an
outcast, or who has lost someone they love can find a friend in this
story. Written for middle-grade students, this book is a reminder
that you don’t have to fear something just because you don’t
understand it.
Sara Rigotti

Arab Fairy Tale Feasts:
A Literary Cookbook
tales by Karim Alrawi
recipes by Sobhi al-Zobaidi,
Tamam Qanembou-Zobaidi and Karim Alrawi
illustrated by Nahid Kazemi
Tradewind Books, 2021
978-1-926890-27-2 (hc) $29.95
for Grades 1 to 8
Non-fiction and Fiction | Fables and Fairy Tales | Cooking | Recipes | Arab Culture

Arab Fairy Tale Feasts: A Literary Cookbook is a collection of 14
whimsical tales. Each imaginative story is accompanied by a related
Arab aphorism at the story’s conclusion and several uncomplicated
recipes. The assortment of short stories is reminiscent of Aesop’s
Fables. Each “chapter” provides a wonderful blend of fiction, through
its story, and non-fiction, from the small explanatory tidbits about
Arab cultural practices and the ingredients used in the recipes.
Recipes range from familiar items, such as hummus, to more adventurous offerings, such as date-filled cookies, known as mamoul. The
assemblage emulates traditional Arab cookbooks, which offered a
fusion of stories, recipes and illustrations.
This book is a collaborative effort between participants that have
worked as authors, artists, songwriters and illustrators. Their lived
experiences as Arabs lend a strong feeling of authenticity to the
book’s format. The Contents section makes it simple to navigate the
143-page book, which includes an introduction, the fable
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sections, and an afterword. The abundant playful illustrations
provide a soothing backdrop to the fables and recipes in addition
to enhancing the written content.
One of the more inviting qualities of Arab Fairy Tale Feasts is
its ability to attract a wide range of ages. Although the fables and
illustrations target a primary school audience, the background
information about recipe ingredients is written at a reading level for
slightly older children. Furthermore, executing the recipes provides
ample opportunity for parental involvement. In an educational
setting, this book would have value in the social sciences curriculum
where the diverse communities, which form contemporary Canadian
society, are examined. This book was a treat to savour!
Robin Ahamedi

mostly white community or in a bustling diverse city; the issues that
teenage Diallo examines occur everywhere in this country. It’s a short
read clocking at 135 pages, but packs a punch and features footnotes
from the writer as an adult.
#BlackInSchool should be used as a catalyst for educators in
Canada to examine how anti-Blackness and racism are institutionalized, whether it’s in the curriculum as seen in the passages about
biology class, the attempts at creating youth who are conscious of
global issues as seen in the section on the Kony 2012 assembly or
being mindful of how words casually used can be racist as seen in
“#EquatorPeople.” It’s not often that we’re afforded the opportunity
to see a Black teen’s reflections on their high school experience while
still attending high school and so it is an opportunity that should not
be squandered.
Ardo Omer

#BlackInSchool
written by Habiba Cooper Diallo
foreword by Awad Ibrahim
University of Regina Press, 2021
978-0-88977-819-1 (hc) $89.00
978-0-88977-818-4 (pb) $20.95
for Grades 9 and up

Conservation Canines:
How Dogs Work for the Environment

Non-fiction | Memoir | Prejudice & Racism |
Cultural Heritage | Race & Ethnic Relations | High School

#BlackInSchool is Habiba Cooper Diallo’s high school journal
from when she was in grades 11 and 12. In it, she documents being
Black in school on a systemic level featuring microaggressions,
stereotypes and even outright racism. It’s a book that is required
reading in all schools that both educators and their high school
students will learn a lot from. It doesn’t matter if you’re in a small and

www.crwth.ca

written by Isabelle Groc
foreword by Anjelica Huston
Orca Book Publishers, 2021
978-1-459-82160-6 (hc) $24.95
978-1-459-82162-0 (eBook) $18.99
for Grades 4 to 8
Non-fiction | Working Dogs | Resource |
Environmental Conservation

Conservation Canines is a stellar exploration of the multitude of ways
humankind’s best friend has played an integral role in our efforts to
protect the environment. Isabelle Groc brings attention to the vast
range of canine conservation work, highlighting how dogs can lend
their keen sense of smell and heightened hearing abilities to protect
endangered species and locate rare fauna in the wetlands. Canines
possess other unique skills, most notably their loyal bond with
humankind; this becomes essential as they work with people across
the globe from Australia to Namibia to British Columbia to protect
various forms of wildlife. This book is not only engaging but also
incredibly illuminating regarding the historical bond between humans
and our furry friends.
Groc’s dynamic text, which includes a memorable foreword by
Anjelica Huston, is divided into clear and informational sections that
explore the history of human-canine relations and the various ways
we have worked together to protect other forms of wildlife. The text
is accompanied by incredible photographs that are guaranteed to
captivate all dog lovers. The text itself shines a spotlight upon some
of the very complex environmental issues currently facing the globe.
Particularly fascinating passages include the guard dogs in Australia
that protect penguins from foxes and an outline of what qualities
make a dog fit for service. This text is a must-have resource for
classrooms, public libraries, and the shelf of anyone interested in
conservation efforts.
Kayla O’Brien—who has two furry companions of her own, Alfie and Audi—has completed
her Masters of Art in English in 2021 and is currently working towards her law degree at
Queen’s University.

Untitled-6 1
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River Mermaid

Christy Goerzen
Young adult novel in verse
978-1-989724-10-1 $14.95
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Germy Science: The Sick Truth about
Getting Sick (and Staying Healthy)
(Gross Science)
written by Edward Kay
illustrated by Mike Shiell
Kids Can Press, 2021
978-1-5253-0412-5 (hc) $19.99
978-1-5253-0453-8 (eBook) $11.99
for Grades 3 to 7
Non-fiction | Science | Microbes | History of Microbes | Pandemics |
Microbial Sickness and Recovery | Future Applications of Microbes

In their second book in the Gross Science series, Edward Kay and
Mike Shiell take on the timely subject of germs. Middle-grade readers
are introduced to the four types of germs: bacteria, fungi, protozoa
and viruses; the history leading to the relatively recent acceptance
of the germ theory of disease; germ-based illnesses and the body’s
defences; how germs have impacted history; and some future
applications of germs.
Germs are everywhere—including an average of three pounds
within our bodies—and while some cause terrible diseases like
leprosy, malaria, meningitis and Ebola, Kay emphasizes that we
cannot live without them. Germs shaped the planet for human
habitation (cyanobacteria created our oxygen-rich atmosphere).
They break down organic matter for reuse and sustain us by making
the nutrients in our food available to us through our intestinal tracts.
Kay touches on immunization, germ warfare, major pandemics, the
rise of superbugs and the possibility of using germs to battle cancer
cells and clean up environmental waste.
Much of the humour and “ick” factor in this Gross Science book
comes from Shiell’s cartoon-style illustrations adorning every page.
Big-headed, bulgy-eyed, prominently nostrilled humans share space
with goofy, multi-appendaged germs. Attention is gleefully paid to
details like body hair, naked bums, flying snot and dirty teeth.
In the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, also mentioned in the
text, some children may avoid a book on germs, while others will be
drawn to it. Teachers will find relevance to curriculum on body
systems, ancient civilizations and hygiene.
Aliki Tryphonopoulos is the parent of a young reader and a former children’s librarian.

Govern Like a Girl: The Women
Who Became Canada’s First Ministers
written by Kate Graham
illustrated by Liz Parkes
Second Story Press, 2021
978-1-77260-210-4 (hc) 19.95
for Grades 4 to 7
Non-fiction | Biographies | Women Prime Ministers |
Women Politicians | Women Premiers

Canada has had 23 Prime Ministers and 300 provincial premiers.
Of these, only 13 have been women. Since fifty percent of the
population is female, a percentage not equalled in government
positions, women’s interests and experiences are under-represented
in decision-making. Using the life stories of Canada’s lone female
Prime Minister and the women premiers of the provinces and
territories, this book encourages girls to redress the situation by
entering politics.
Each biography details background, schooling, political motivation and achievements. The women represent diverse backgrounds
coming from Indigenous, rural and cosmopolitan communities.
Some had supportive, comfortable family backgrounds, while others
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struggled with poverty, homelessness, residential school life or
difficult family circumstances. A motivating factor shared by all, which
led to their political careers, was a heartfelt desire to see change on
a specific issue they cared about. Kathleen Wynne strove to reduce
sexual discrimination, Catherine Callback wanted more female
involvement in business. Kathy Dunderdale battled local fishery
closures, and Rachel Notley was touched by those living in poverty.
Each chapter includes an illustrated black-and-white portrait of the
individual, quotes reflecting their ideals and a sidebar featuring major
career highlights. While it is disappointing that the book lacks colour
illustrations, the text is clear and conversational, emphasizing positive
achievements though sometimes minimizing controversial areas.
A glossary of related terms is included
With its admonition to show up, step up and be yourself, this book
will spark discussion about diversity, self-actualization and becoming
motivated to make change through the political process.
Aileen Wortley is a retired children’s librarian from Toronto.

Lights Day and Night:
The Science of How Light Works
(The Science of How)
written by Susan Hughes
illustrated by Ellen Rooney
Kids Can Press, 2021
978-1-5253-0319-7 (hc) $19.99
978-1-5253-0929-8 (eBook) $11.99
for Kindergarten to Grade 3
Non-fiction | Science | Light | Day vs. Night

Susan Hughes’ Lights Day and Night: The Science of How Light Works
(the second book in the Science of How series) follows a young girl
and her cat through a day in nature and an evening at home. While
watching and laughing at the crazy antics of these characters,
children learn how light works, how our eyes see and why light
is important.
The simple, almost poetic, language used alongside questions
and provocations is sure to capture the hearts of children and their
grown-ups, making it a fun and interactive read-aloud. Children are
encouraged to hide under a blanket with a blindfold on and identify
household items, which helps them understand that we require light
to see and do even the simplest everyday activities. Readers are asked
to consider sources of natural and artificial light and how light can be
used to communicate messages. A colourful illustration of the water
cycle catches the eye of readers and helps them understand that the
water cycle is dependent on light. Readers of all ages will appreciate
the use of scientific language and accessible explanations for terms
like reflect, refract, translucent and transparent. In addition, a simple
explanation of how our eyes function is included. For youngsters
wishing to explore further, a glossary of terms and instructions for a
shadow puppet show are included in the back matter.
Ellen Rooney’s playful illustrations of a girl and her cat encountering light at home and in nature are sure to delight readers. Children
will relate to these characters and want to continue reading to see
what these characters will explore next. This book is a welcome
addition to school and public library collections that will appeal to
the inquisitive nature of primary school children.
Krista Jorgensen is a former public librarian currently residing in Calgary, Alberta. She is
homeschooling her two children.
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Shelter:
Homelessness in Our Community
(Orca Think)
written by Lois Peterson
illustrated by Taryn Gee
Orca Book Publishers, 2021
978-1-459-82553-6 (hc) $24.95
for Grades 4 to 7
Non-fiction | Social Issues | Homelessness and Poverty | Substance Abuse |
Depression and Mental Illness

Homelessness affects 150,000,000 million people worldwide, with
350,000 cases in Canada and 750,000 in the US. This title in the Orca
Think series is a compassionate introduction to the topic of homelessness, emphasizing that homelessness is not a lifestyle adopted
by choice and identifying shelter as a basic necessity along with love,
food, etc. In seven informative chapters, the reader learns why people
are compelled into homelessness and how they cope with daily life in
terms of occupying time, staying warm, clean, healthy and well-nourished. It speaks of commonly held attitudes towards people on the
street, the agencies and individuals dedicated to assisting them and
discusses the real cost of homelessness to governments.
Told in a direct and straightforward manner, often from the
author’s experience assisting in the field, the text is interspersed with
various sidebars that immediately engage the reader. These feature
stories of individual homeless people debunk commonly held misconceptions, suggest ways people of all ages can help and invite the
reader to imagine certain situations such as how it would feel to live
in a car. The author also provides advice to help children deal with
their emotions about homelessness. Inspirational quotes are scattered throughout, as are poignant, colourful drawings and a myriad of
bright photos. An index, glossary and resource list are appended.
This well-presented book on an important topic will promote
discussion between generations, empower children to understand
homelessness and invite involvement as they recognize that everybody deserves a safe place to live.
Aileen Wortley

Snoozefest:
The Surprising Science of Sleep
written by Tanya Lloyd Kyi
illustrated by Valéry Goulet
Kids Can Press, 2021
978-1-5253-0149-0 (hc) $17.99
978-1-5253-0474-3 (eBook) $11.99
for Grades 5 to 9

five overlapping sections that include why scientists think we sleep,
the purpose of dreams, the causes of sleep disorders and possible
cures, and how sufficient sleep leads to improved human performance in multiple areas.
Kyi’s text is arranged in easily digestible sections with subheadings,
colourful inserts with sleep trivia facts, and Valéry Goulet’s pastel,
digitally rendered, two-dimensional illustrations of people and
animals. A thorough sources section is included for each chapter,
along with an index and further reading.
Teachers can use Snoozefest to talk about the importance of
sleep to healthy living or its effects on the organ system in science.
Students curious about life science might seek this book out for
enjoyment or a report.
Aliki Tryphonopoulos

Urgent Message From a Hot Planet
written by Ann Eriksson
illustrations by Belle Wuthrich
Orca Book Publishers, 2022
978-1-459-82632-8 (pb) $24.95
for Grades 7 and up
Non-fiction | Environment| Science | Ecology | Activism |
Politics | Climate Emergency | Climate Anxiety

This thorough primer on the climate emergency explains how and
why we got here and what actions young people can take to combat
the damage. Most kids are familiar with some of this information, but
if they are not, this book is a good place to start. For those who know
more, this material is a useful tool to help educate others, design
environmental projects and plan activism. Ann Eriksson, a biologist

POWERFUL VOICES
UNFORGETTABLE STORIES

NEW!

Non-fiction | Science | Sleep | History of Sleep Research | Sleep Disorders |
Physiological Aspects of Sleep

With her attention-grabbing hooks, banter and friendly tone,
Tanya Lloyd Kyi deftly guides her tween readership through a brief,
entertaining history of sleep research to the frontier of sleep science.
Considered a waste of time in the fifties, sleep has become a worthy
subject of study since scientists have discovered it affects memory,
intelligence, coordination, weight, creativity and physical and mental
health. Kyi reports that most people are underslept, particularly
North American teens who need over nine hours of sleep but average
seven—something experts suggest could be ameliorated with a later
start to the school day, as teens produce melatonin, a sleep hormone,
later in the evening than children and adults. The ramifications of
being underslept include increased chances of heart disease, diabetes,
cancer, obesity and poor decision-making. Kyi divides her book into
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and ecology consultant, expertly crafts a robust structure that allows
her to cover complex material and a wide range of issues, going into
meticulous detail only when necessary. She focuses on explaining
specifics: escalating carbon emissions, the science of global heating,
ways to restore carbon-rich ecosystems, the hurdles to a green
energy transition.
Eriksson acknowledges that this is a scary topic; the climate crisis
is real, and it is bad, but there is still time to improve our situation.
Readers may be distressed by some topics, and the book addresses
climate anxiety, offering concrete suggestions to help kids deal
with fears about the future. Eriksson focuses on knowledge and
positive action, so the book is not overly depressing. It could be
overwhelming for readers to absorb and process the scope of
material covered, so this is a great book for classroom discussions
and activities.
A central theme is the importance of community. By populating
the book with the voices and profiles of inspirational youth activists
from around the world, Ericsson creates a strong sense of this
community, even in this serious examination of science and politics.
Kris Rothstein is an editor, cultural critic and literary agent in Vancouver, BC.

The Wolf Mother
(Mothers of Xsan)
written by Hetxw’ms Gyetxw (Brett D. Huson)
illustrated by Natasha Donovan
Highwater Press, 2021
978-1-55379-978-8 (hc) $23.00
for Grades 3 to 6
Non-fiction | Wolves | Life Cycles | Environment | Nature |
Seasons | Ecosystems | Gitxsan Traditions

As part of the Mothers of Xsan series, The Wolf Mother leads the
pack in teaching young people about the lives and life cycle of grey
wolves, as well as how they are integrated and integral within the
larger ecosystem.
The wolf’s journey starts in the spring, when the “Lasa ‘Yan’tsa,
the budding tree and blooming flower moon” is out. Many animals
are born in this season, including six baby wolves. The reader learns
about the runt of the litter, a small black pup. As the days get longer
and warmer, the wolf grows and learns about the hunt. It is in her
third spring or “Lasa ‘Yan’tsa’’ that she becomes Nox Gibuu (Wolf
Mother) and whelps her first litter.
Embedded within the book are definitions for the keywords (in
English). The book also includes a map of the Gitxsan heartland and
a general description of its people, teachings about the seasons in
the Gitxsan language and a timeline of the Gitxsan moons. The story
also teaches some of the Gitxsan worldviews by explaining that the
village comes together to raise the young ones like the wolves.
Métis artist Natasha Donovan’s bright and expressive illustrations
complement the text. Hetxw’ms Gyetxw’s (Brett D, Huson’s) form line
art is also integrated within the illustrations, which gives it a distinctly
Gitxsan flair.
With numerous teachings offered throughout its beautiful pages,
The Wolf Mother is an engaging read, providing important lessons for
all children.
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Picture books for

curious
kids!

9781459827011 • HC $19.95

9781459825239 • HC $19.95

“A charming book about soup
and love…There’s something
for everyone hidden in the
sweet, whimsical details.”

“Fun and magical...A perfect
bedtime story for all little
adventurers.”

—Kirkus Reviews

9781459817876 • HC $19.95

9781459827295 • HC $19.95

“Sweet and richly detailed...
capturing the magic of
imagination.”

“Kind, brave, and resourceful...
A satisfying adventure…
Hooray for Bailey.”

—School Library Journal

9781459830837 • HC $19.95

Also available
as ebooks!

9781459827806 • HC $19.95

—Kirkus Reviews

—CM Reviews
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and publishers who create books that help children
and teens find themselves. Books that represent the
diverse beauty of all humans.
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of Reading®. This is the largest recreational reading program
in Canada, and features the top ten titles for K-12 students.
Check tinlids.ca for the 2022 lists, and don’t forget to register with
Ontario Library Association for access to amazing teacher resources
accessola.com/forest.
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